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Coal Miners Strike
An Interview with Berman Gibson, leader of 25,000 stri\dDg miners
By TOM CORNELL
Twenty-five thousand miners in ionized coal operators, unknown
Kentucky, Tennessee and West to the miners, stopped paying the
Virginia have been out on a wild<tat 40c per ton royalty into the
strike since September 1962. U.M.W. Welfare Plan. The WelSeven counties involved are Har- fare Plan is responsible for the
lan, Perry, - Leslie, Knott, Pike, $100 per month pension of retired
Letcher and Floyd. This is the miners as well as for the U.M.W.
same area that saw the worst of hospitals, four of which are lothe terrible struggles in the 1930's cated in this area.
for union organization. It is the
The Welfare Plan has been hurt
same area that has been in a state badly by these tactics. The $100
of chronic depression for the pensions have had to be reduced
whole post-war period.
to $75, and the hospitals are schedIn 1959 the coal operators began uled to be closed within a month.
a drive to break the United Mine The operators claim that they canWorkers Union. They began leas- not afford to put 40c per ton roying out mines to underlings-fore- alty into the Welfare Fund. They
men, managers, etc. These men claim it is simply impossible to
would then hire miners without a make a reasonable profit with
union contract, since they were forty cents going to the Fund per
technically new employers. Since ton. But County Judge Courtney
the U.M.W. neglectl!d to press the Wells, of Hazard, Perry County,
organization of these new opera- made Sheriff Coombs admit that,
tors, wages fell steadily from the as a lessee he cleared $60,000 in
union contract scale of $24.25 per sixty days! But the big coal operday to as little as $3 ,per day at ators, who did the leasing, netted
present! In addition, the big un(Continued on page 6J

The City
By GERARD LA MOUNTAIN, O.R.S.A.
Fr. La Mountain is the pastor til, at the end, all was lost in the
of Most Holy Crucifix Church on welter and chaos of the barbarian
Broome Street, New York. He was invasion.
largely responsible for the formaNor did the state rise until some·
tion of the Joint Committee to time after the rehabilitation of the
Halt the Lower Manhattan Ex- city in the late Middle Ages. This
pressway.
came about, at least in part, beIn his magnificent work The cause the city, even in barbarous
City of God, St. Augustine builds times, is the cradle or nursery of
society up into circles. The first ideas, the refiner of culture and
circle is the hearth or family, the the crucible of custom. It is the
second is the city or state, the forum in which men meet to exthird is the world, the fourth the pound and pounder ideas, the topuniverse or heaven.
less tower from which they launch
There are several aspects of this their experiments. There will be
figure that are interesting and ap- a lot the matter with the city toposite to the organization of soci- day, just as there was in St. Augusety today, particularly present day tine's time, but it ought not be
urban society. St. Augustine's called inhuman for this is .a conidentification of the city with the tradiction in terms. Also it is an
state is curious for us, but this error to say that the city is an
was typical of the ancients. For enemy of civilization; where did
they recognize no nations as we civilization arise if not behind its
know them today, Rome the city walls?
was also the state; as Rome prosSt. Augustine's theme, the juxtapered and then declirted, so the position of the two cities in no ---.._
state prospered and declined un(Continqed on page 3)

More About Cuba

"And Jonas began to enter Into
the city one day's Journey; and he
cried, and said: Yet forty dais
and Ninive shall be destroyed.
And the men of Ninive believed In
God: and they proclaimed a fast
and put on sackcloth from the
&'l'eatest to the least. And the word
came to the king of Ninive: and
he rose up out of his throne and
east away his robe from him and

,,

was clothed in sackcloth and sat
in ashes.
And he caused H to be proclaimed and published In Ninive
from the mouth of the king and
his princess, saying; Let neither
men nor beasts, oxen nor sheep,
taste any thing: let them not feed
nor d.r ink water. And let men and
beasts be covered with sackcloth
and cry to the Lord with all their
strength: and let them turn every-

one from his evil way and from
the Inequity that ls in their hands.
Who can tell if God will turn and
forgive and will turn away from
his fierce anger: and we shall not
perish?
And God saw their works, that
they were turned from their evil
way: and God had mercy with re•
g-ard to the evil which he had said
tha't he would do them, and he did
it noi."
The Book of Jonas. •

By DOROTHY DAY
As we go to press this February also spoke darkly of Communist
it seems that the Cuban crisis -0f infiltration in the guise of charity
last October is still upon us. Con- and action for social justice.
gressmen and Senators are pressThere is no pledge in writing
ing for an investigation into Rus- that the U.S. will not invade Cuba
sian strength in Cuba and refusing and the press and rjldio in various
to believe the President's assur- parts of the country are demandances that the situation there is ing a "showdown."
not endangering the U.S. This
The most interesting report to
morning the radio news is that come out of Cuba recently is I. F.
President Kennedy is authorizing Stone's story of his ten day visit
a report from the Central Intelli- in the last three issues of his
gence Agency as to the continuing weekly news letter (5618 Nebraska
buildup of Russian strength tbere. Avenue, N.W. Washington 15 D.C.
In view of the published history Ask for the Cuban issues.)
of CIA activities in various parts
With the dreadful threat of
of the world as well as in Cuba, nuclear war hanging over us we
we will have little confidence in can only, in the pages of the CW.
its truthfulness.
try to present 0th.er writings
A Cuban visiting our office re- which will deal with these probcently warns us of Communism in- lems in the light of the Faith. Enfluencing our President. He evi- tering on a new era in the history
dently regarded Mr. Kennedy's at- of the world as we are, the nuclear
tempts at peaceful co-existence era, it is impossible to liken what
with Cuba as danger signals. We is happening to any other period,
heard· one man in the street in or situation such as that of Russia
a city bus loudly demanding the and little Finland in the late Thirimpeachment of the president. Our ties. Just ·the ~ame
is good to
Cuban visitor who had been living keep in mind the ti:~th that men
in the country the last two years
·
(Continued on page 4 l
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Christian -Pacifisim
In Today's World .
)Jy R.QRY McCORMICK

(Editor's note: Rory McCormick is
the pen-name of a free-lance
writer who is a member of the
American Pax Association. 1 This
article is reprinted by permission
of AVE MARIA magazine, South
Bend, Indiana. Their yearly sub·
scription fee is $7. AVE MARIA is
a weekly.)
The spectacle of Christians at
war has ever been a puzzle to un·
believers. The late C. Wright
Mills, author of The Causes of
World War Ill, said in 1958 in an
articl!! entitled "A Pagan Sermon
to the Christian Clergy":
"I am religiously illiterate and
unfeeling. But I truly do not see
bow you oan claim to be Christians
and yet not speak out totally and
dogmatically against the preparations and testing now under way

for World War Ill. As I read it,

odds with the standards of Roman
society? The distinguished Catholic psychiatrist Karl Stern put it
in a striking way recently when he
suggested that if "there had existed during the time of Christ a
powerful aggressor such as the
Roman imperial army, equipped
with gadgets to get at wombs, at
fetuses and even at unborn generations," Christ would not have
advocated such instruments by His
own people even as a deterrent,
but in fact would have demanded
"the acceptance of torture, mutilation and death rather than
even prepare such instruments."
The attitude toward war held
by the 6 a r 1 y Christians, living in the centuries before the
Edict of Milan in A.D. 313, when
the Roman "Emperor Constantine
and his Eastern counterpart Licinius granted religious frMdom
to the Church, has been a matter
of some confusion. Some have as·
serted that the unwillingness of
Christians to serve in the Roman
armies was primarily because of
an objection to the idolatrous practices required of the soldiery; but
the early Church scholar and polemicist Tertullian says in De ldolo}atria XIX that below the rank of
centurian, idolatrous immolations
were not required.

Christian doctrine in contact with
the realities of today cannot lead
to any other position."
But there is no denying that a
"unilateralist," one who advocates
unilateral nuclear disarmament, is
regarded in the United States today as either a crackpot . or a- suhversive. In fact there is one thing
upon which both the people of the
United States anti the people of
the oviet Union are agreed: Each
regards as absurd the suggestion
that its government should junk
The real objection of the early
its massive weapons of annihili- Christians to military service is
tion.
found ·in the phrase Ecclesia abThus last year when the San horret a sanguine-"the Church
Francisco to Moscow Peace- walk- shrinks from bloodshed.'' And, as
ers sponsored by the Committee Roger Smith says in the recent
!or Nonviolent Action made • an excellent book Nuclear Weapons:
appeal for unilateral nuclear dis- A Catholic Response (Sheed and
armament to audiences in Russia, Ward), as against the sword the
their proposal was received with first Christians preferred the
the same incredulity and ridicule "weapons of light." Smith further
that it receives in America. The. points out that for tho!!_e who did
Russians reminded them of the serve in the army a distinction was
Nazi invasion in which 20 million made between militare (to do mill·
of their people had been lost, an tary service) and bellare (to wage
event remote in the recollections warl-the former probably- reof Americans but still green in garded as the normal duty ~f prethe Russian memory, and they in· serving order within the state, and
dignantly protested tbat so long the latter as the waging of bloody
as the West had nuclear bombs wars against the barbarians.
and missiles their country must
The testimony of . the great
have them too.
Christian scholar Origen in the
In America people frequenUy third century is pertiJlent. Celsus,
say that unilateralism and Chris· a cultivated pagan concerned
tian nonviolence will not work about the crumbling Rome, criti·
ag.Unst an enemy who is nqt cized the Christians particularly
Christi~n. and, that we cannot for their refusal to fight in the
safely dismantle our massive nu- army. Origen, replying in his famclear weap~ms system. If we are ous Contra Celsum, said:
to deter Communist aggression or
"Christians have been taught
certainly a nuclear attack by Rus- not to defend themselveio against
sia, our military strategists tell us, their enemies; and because they
we must retain the power to de· have kept the laws which comstroy the So~iet "social fabric" mand gentleness and love to man,
(gobbledygook meaning cities. and on this account they have received
population) . Since the , Ru~sians f,rom God 1that which they would
possess the powe o,f population not, have succeeded in · doing if
extermination, the average Ameri· t;h.ey hqd 1 b~ep gjve11; the 1right to
can is more than ever ' cq~vinc~d make ·war, ~ven ~l;lough they may
of the necessity of U.S. retention have been quite able to do so. He
oi the same power. One must fight always fought for them, and from
time to time stopped the oppofire with fire.
, But ln the case of ·Christia~s is ne~ts of , the Chr.istians. l!.Jld .the
titis not a double stanq¥"M Dld peqpl!! , wllo \Vanted 1 tq k;ill thell'.}. j'
rtot the glory Of the. /!!J.rlr Phffs- . !QfigJ'!n, jlt .is 1lfrtPOl'tan,t 3\0 npt~
tians shine 1 for~h, in lhE:lr ~dher- did nqt rJ'!gard tpe ~ ,C)ljl'istillp) ,as
erice' t~ .a ~;w r?!_ ·c~iq'if~ ,ut~eriy at 1 having , 8; j~~tf , t_? 1 _~lfl<P?' follow
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state, for although he recognized the duty of sharing the r esponsibilities of the community he
held that a Christian's first allegiance ts, of course, to the new kingdom established by Christ and to
His law. Christian pacifism can
find no better definition than in
the Contra Celsum:
"No longer do we take the
sword against any nations, nor do
we learn war anymore since we
have become the sons of peace
through Jesus, Who is our author,
instead of following the traditional customs by which we were
strangers to the covenant."
The Christian doctrine of love,
according to this early Church
scholar, meant that one should
pray for the Emperor, not so that
he might win victories, but so that
peace might be obtained and so
that the evil powers that stir up
contentions and hatreds a.n d rival·
ries among men might be overcome.
It was not until 200 years after
Origen that St. Augustine, in the
fifth century, laid the foundation
of the theory of the "just war," a
phrase that is heard on those infrequent occasions these days when
theologians discuss the morality of
warfare. In Augustine's time Rome
had fallen to Alaric, the Goth, and
already the barbarians were at the
gates of Hippo, .the North African
city _where he was Bishoi>. Augustine in fact ple.aded with a certain
Boniface not to enter a monastery
but to remain a soldier and defend
North Africa. The situation had
changed profoundly since the days
of the first Christians, for the
state no longer persecuted the

evil avoided." Further conditions
were added by Cajetan and Vittoria in the 16th century, and
Suarez and Bellarmine in the 17th.
Today the renowned German
theologian Father Stratmann lists
in his book The Church and War
10 points: (1) gross injustice on ·the
part of one, and only one, of the
contending parties; (2) gross formal
(consciously willed) moral guilt on
one side--material guilt is not suf·
ficient; (3) undoubted knowledge
of this guilt; (4) that war should
only be declared when every means
to prevent it has failed; (5) guilt
and punishment must be proportionate: punishment exceeding the
measure of guilt is unjust and not
to be allowed; (6) moral certainty
that the side of justice will win;
(7) right intention to further what
is good and to shun what is evil ;
(8) war must be rightly conducted,
restrained within the limits of jus·
tice and Jove; (9) avoidance of unnecessary upheaval of countries
not immediately concerned and of
the Christian community; (10) declaration of war by lawful authority exercised in -the name of< God.
It requires little reflection to
see how incompatible nuclear war·
fare of any scale is with many of
these requirements, but especially
points five, eight and nine.
In 1956, for example. Lt. General
James Gavin, then chief of the
U.S. Army Research and Development branch, was asked by a Sen·
ate committee about the effect of
an assualt in force on Russia with
nuclear weapons. The General told
the committee: "Current pl anning
estimates run on the order of several hundred million deaths that
would be either way depending on
which way the wind blew. If the
wind blew to the southeast they
would be mostly in the USSR, al·
though they would extend into the
Japanese and perhaps down into
the Philippine area. If the wind
blew the other way, they would
extend well back up into Western
Europe."
No explanation is needed for the
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A litany of crime against noncombatants in World War II
would •include: Dresden, a city of
600,000 swollen with perhaps 300,000 refugees fleeing from the
Russian Army, raided ip roundthe-clock style by the Allied Air
Force, and left with an estimated
250,000 dead; Tokyo, subjected to
a napalm bombing that boiled
the very water in the canals and
left 100,000 dead; numerous other
Japanese cities given a similar
treatment; Coventry - reduced to
rubble by the German Luftwaffe,
and Rotterdam also leveled by
them; Antwerp, the great Belgian
port, subjected to a new terror, the
V-2 rocket, which nearly turned
the tide for the Germans.
World War II demonstrates how
inevitably military
expediency
pushes aside moral restraints as
the war waxes hot, for at the outset both the British and American
Governments had said that they
would adhere to the conventional
code and not bomb cities. More
recently in Algeria and Vietnam,
where both sides have made war
on noncombatants and resorted to
torture, we have seen how quickly in warfare the standard of the
lowest becomes the standard of all.
Total war has made hostages of
noncombatants. The strategy <>f
the so-called nuclear deterrent
upon which the Wes t has depended
since 1949 is a hostage strategy.
Attack us or our allies, we have
said, and we are prepared if necessary to destroy utterly your
population centers, so that your
families, the very reason for your
existence as a country, will ' be
decimated. The Polaris submarines
are at the moment our invulnerable hostage weapon, for they are
designed
for
"counter-pP.ople"
warfare. ·
The hostage strategy is not new.
It is recorded of the great 13thcentury Mongol leader Genghis
Khan that whenever a revolt occured in his domain he massacared the inhabita.Lts of the offending cities, sparing only arti-

least sophisticated to see how sans and beautiful young women.
grossly such an attack would violate the traditional Catholic moral
principle of noncombatant immunity, which derives from the requirement that the war must be
"rightly conducted" and from the
distinction between killing and
murder_
Without question Pius XII had
in mind warfare of this indiscriminate .and unrestricted sort when he
said on an address to the World
Me di c a l Association in 1954:
"Should the evil consequences of
adopting this method of watfare
ever become so extensive as to pass
utterly beyond the control of man,
then indeed its use must be re·
jected as immoral."
How outrageously the principh~
of noncombatant immunity, which
forbids the killing of those not directly engaged in war, has been
flouted in modern wars when onl"
Church but had become its pro- so-called conventional weapons have
tector, and we find Augustine ap- been used may be judged by perus·
pealing to the Emperor to defend ing such a book as Martin Caidin's
the Christians against the Dona- The N~ht Bamburc Died, the hor·
tist heretics.
rible story of the "Gomorrah" raids
St. Augustine evidently conciud- by the Royal Air Force in July,
ed that a way must be found to 1943, on the great German city.
reconcile war with Christian love. An estimated 70,000 people were
He reasoned that a Christian citi· cooked or asphyxiated in the ter·
zen, citizen of the heavenly city, rible firestorm that enveloped the
is also a citizen of the earthly city doomed metropolis. The types of
and, as such, shares its responsi- bombs used in the raids were such
bilities, including participation in that they destroyed buildings, renjust wars. Drawing his rationale dered air-raid shelters useless, and
of the just war to a considerable , inflicted phosphorous burns on the
extent from pre-Christian, classi- inhabitants. This was one of the
cal concepts of justice - from many terror raids that both J;ides
Cicero_in fact-Augustine estab- in World War II resorted to. The
lished the principle that a Chris- people deserted the air raid sbeltian may engage in warfare in a ters and thousands sought refuge
just · cause if his· intention is pure in the water of the canals.
and directed to love of the enemy.
The ·suffering of the children is
Augustinian thought provided a described by Caidin in unforgetbasis for justification of the Cru- table words: "Their best, the very
s.ades (\nd the Inquisition, it is per· supstance of their heart and their
tip~t to note, for 1if Cqristian may soul--J.t is ·an too little. For they
un~te with, pagan in. a just cause, qiust ,keep raising and lowering
in ,a completely Chi:if;tia? st11t,e the the cl;lVdreQ:, plunging tAell! .into
secular arm may be _used to put the water so that the heat radiadown heresy.
tion will not :flay their skins. The
Eight centuries after St. Augus- children suffer terribly, unable
.tin,e, _t.hle~ . ~QnditiPn1? for a. just to. cry out, gaspjng for breath
,w ar ',Vere Pn&crib_ed1by St Thom- ... -J / l>\IC!king ,ip tl\e terrjQl~ heated
a~ A,qllji11as: IE\&i\iII¥J.ie • aiftl'iprity, a,ir w!Jen ,they 1 are tluiust UPVVllI~t
li¥~t. , ~ap_i;e, ,. a;nd 1 ljig}lt • jntJ'!ntipn, 'fheir · hiµ, , st~a~;Si Tb~ir 1 W°Jgpe$
t'~~C\t1 g~.q.d .,mu J!e, f~th,ere<! 1and ar~f swqllen .8PP. they cannqt c~~.'/

In this w.ay be no doubt cut short
the revolt and saved lives on bot
sides-our rationale for the bomlt:"-..:.;::ae:::::::__ ---"
ing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
He often drove captive women and
children as a screen before his
army, thus inhibiting the enemy's
attack. The threat of nuclear annihilation of an enemy's · "social
fabric" is simply a 20th-century
version of Genghis Khan's screen
of hostages.
In the Middle Ages the rules of
the just war were probably more
honored in. the breach than in the
observance: The knights of the
Fourth Crusade sacked Constantinople the capital oi Byzantine
Christianity, and in the 13th
century Arnald-Amalric, 1 ate r
Archbishop of Narbonne, reported
that when Benz.iers, a heretic
Cather city in southern France,
was taken, "nearly 20,000 citizens
were put to the sword regardless
of age or sex." The Augustinian
requirement of love of the enemy
has seldom if ever been lived up
to, and the effort to keep warfare
within certain moral limits has
almost always failed.
In our own time, when the just
.war limitations appear to be-more
than ever a dead letter, some
Catholics are returning to the nonviolent tradition of the first Christians. As with CORE in its nonviolent revolt against racial injustice,
these Catholics believe violence
only sows the seed of further violence and that the principle of
loving one's enemy is not a mere
sentimental ideal but a practical
goal.
Christian pacifism bas been advocated and practiced by members
o! Dorothy Day's Catholic Worker
movement since its foundation in
1933. Recently PAX was !ormed
in the United States. In addition
to promoting the study of nonviolent alternatives to war, P~
gives moral and practical support
to Catholic conscientious objectors. Among the Catholics in England and the United States listed
a~ sponsors , of this organization
are: Archbishop 1' .hi_o mas , p.
~ob~r~ •. 1 S.J., , authqt[ t flf 1 lJJl\c1'
• 1
<CvtitiJlued o~ page_ 6) 1 I
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rapidly, The expressway acquired
a new name, the Lower Manhattan
Expressway, also it acquired a new
estimate, 100,000,000 dollars. Of.
this sum the State of New York
would pay, under law, ten percent,
the federal government to pay the.
rest. To be sure, the city would
have to pay the cost of entrance
and exit ramps (eleven of them),
plus the purchase and demolition
of the buildings in the path of the
roadway. However, actual construction would take no money out
of the city's pocket. This factor
made it all exceedingly attractive.
The city moved rapidly to negotiate preliminary engineering contracts, three years in fact before
holding the first public hearing on
December 9, 1959. This precipitateness of the municipal authority
was one of the bones that stuck in
the throat of area residents. The
city people said they were only
taking time by the forelock, but
(Continued on page 8l

Plan for ·a School

By JUDITH GREGORY
(Continued from page 1)
way negates his point that the city to war, so the plan never really
Ever since I worked for HighHighlander as I knew it was a
ls the stage or background across got beyond the talking stage.
lander Folk School Jn 1958 I have residential adult school, located In
which men pass and repass in their Nevertheless, a point had been
wanted some day to start a simi- the country near Monteagle, Ten·
quest of happiness and wisdom, made. The area was marked for
lar
school in the Northeast. After nessee. The sessions were. short,
pleasure and virtue. The exchange demolition.
five
years I have at last reached from a weekend to a month-most
With the ·passag"e of the Federal
of Rome for the new Jerusalem
the point of planning such a often a week or tw0- and all were
(Christianity) does not impair this Housing Act of 1956, the legal act
non-credit.
People
school, in the hope that a begin- completely
concept, it only completes it. As empowering the federal governfrom a great variety of back·
made
within
the
comnjng
can
be
a man passes from the first circle ment to pay 90 percent of the cost
ing year. The school will be based grounds, illiterate or highly edu·
of society to the second, and so on, of arterial highways through any
to a large extent on my experience cated, and employed in all manner
state,
the
Broome
Street
Expressso he will pass eventually to the
at
Highlander and on my under· of ways, would come there to dis·
way (as it was known) began to
fourth.
standing of its method of educa· cuss some subject of practical inDante Al g hie r i must have loom large and ominous on the
tion. On the other hand, I can't tl'rest to all of them. They would
studied his "City of God" well, horizon of the Lower Eastside of
and
don't want to claim that it live at the school for the -whole
for some 800 years after Augustine Manhattan. It was, after all, only
will be another Highlander. I have of the workshop-an essential aswe ftnd him using the same figures, one Unk in an arterial hig:hway
already written a good deal about pect of the program, for often t.he
circles or spheres in his celebrated running from New Jersey across
Highlander in The
Catholic p ople who came had never before
Commedia, published, by the way, Manhattan to hook into the BushWorker, but nevertheless I shall lived in a situation of such comwhen the city was coming out of wick Expressway projected for the
briefly describe it here, and then plete equality, or had such a
the shadows of barbarism to take Brooklyn section. The availability
I shall describe in particular what chance to go over their needs and
up again its ancient task, the of all that money down in WashInterests in a leisurely way with
I want to do.
cradlement and protection of civi- ington started wheels turning
such a variety of people.
lization. Today, some 700 years
The subject matter of the work·
after Dante, when the city is sufshops varied greatly, but was al·
fering all manner of pummeling
ways determined by the needs of
and punching to find out what ails
toe people of the region, changing
it, the figure of circles is !!till apfr<'m time to time. Myles Horton,
posite.
By GREGORY LESZCZYNSKI
the founder of Highlander, called
These circles, it is true, do not
I
have
been
with
the
CW
for
helping
to mail out the paper. A by the sagging floor. The office is it fn, the beginning "a school ror
exist alone and apart, but, as St.
Augustine maintained, they act eight months. I thoroughly enjoyed few may consider their lives where the clerical and editorial prob1ems." The many problems
and r e a c t upon one another my stay. I would like to share· failures with the weight of years work is done. It also serves as a that came with the Great Depres·
throughout the range of daily life. some of my personal reflections of waste on their shoulders, so general meeting place where we sion, the problems of a segregated
they take their pain and bitter- greet visitors. There is a great society, and many others have
And this they must do for the with CW readers.
Morning
ness out on everybody else. Some deal of life in the office and there been explored at Highlander: Such
mutual benefit accruing, for the
You walk down Chrystie Street. of their choicest barbs are espe- exists there a free and open a school is extremely flexible, itnd
prosperity of civil life. But acatmosphere of its own peculiar can take U.P almost any matter of
tion and reaction are not the same The street is windswept, but left cially reserved for the office staff.
brand. It's an amazing and unique interest to the people of the area.
as entanglement, besides, today, we with a little residue of salt (to We are called "intellectuals who place.
The students at Highlander were
have to add another sphere be- melt the ice) that whitens it and don't care about anybody here."
You never know when someone usually already actively involved,
makes it sparkle in the morning One of the names they have for
cause the city and state are no
sun. You step over a few ~men the editors is the "Brain Trust." will interrupt your work and ask in work on the particular subject
longer synonymous.
sleeping on the sidewalk, and per- A very few, maybe out of their for assistance or when a tipsy man of the session they came to. The
When and if these forces behaps invite one in for breakfast. fear and ignorance, believe that will wander in and disrupt the workshops were not debates on
come fundamentally antagonistic,
place. You may lose your patience general issues but discussions of
You enter the leaning, sagging
then the city will again decline.
and ask the person to leave. Or ways and means to achieve quite
building -with the colorful mural
For instance, Alaric didn't really
you may take the time to relate practical ends. The permanent
and the ascetic looking St. Francis
destroy Rome; he gave it a simple
and respond to the person and st.:ff of the school wa.c; very small,
statue in the window. Once inside
'coup de grace,' and it fell apait you are greeted by some and
help him to re~lize his own and those of the staff who taught
The destruction had all come long grumbled at by others. Our soup
existence and worth. You have to at the sessions had little specialbefore and internally. Decline can line forms early, and as you drink
think of your immediate task, but iz.Pd knowledge. If this was reset in from any number of com- your morning coffee at one of the
our work also consists of respondquired. consultants were called in,
plaints. One of these is a loss of two old tables, you can see the
ing to those people who coma to
and, depending on the workshop,
identity by two or more· of the men of the Bowery scuffling
us in need. Those few minutes
spheres of society. Thus, should
spent conversing is an inherent they might be experts on any
thl•ough to Siloe House where
one of a multitude of things such
the family disappear into the city, they wait their turn for lunch. You
part of the work.
_,_~;-=:,___..ue city into the state, the state
Many visitors, especially social as credit unions. labor law, litt>robserve their faces, some old,
into the world, and so forth, then haggard and wasted, others comworkers, wonder why we do not acy education etc., or they might
the various ranges of society are paratively young looking, still
have a planned program of rehabil- be parents who had seen their
sick. Were this to happen here, others grizzty, dirty and gaunt.
itation for the men. If someone <·hildren through a mob into a
then the collapse of American Their clothing ranges from dirty
needs help, we giv_e what we can . newly integrated school. and who
cities would not have to wait for and torn patches to ivy league.
If a person wants to join A.A., we thus were experts on- this very perthe arrival of the new barbarian. One man is in his stocking feet,
have A.A. meetings every Thurs- plexing matter. The contribution
They would fall of themselves.
aay. If they need hospital care, or of the school. beyond what was
another has no overcoat. Charlie
The virus of titls particular de- O'Keefe is stirring the soup in a
psychiatric care, if they want it, hrougbt by the students themcline appears to be activated, huge pot, and you catch the scent.
we try to get it. If they need and selves, and the consultants, was
granting good faith on all sides, There is enough to feed the one
want jobs we are sometimes able summed up by Myles Horton in
when one of the spheres of society hundred and fifty to one hundred
to help there. But otherwise the the following way in 1954: "We
becomes over-protective of those and sevety-five men we serve a
men are simply served and not don 't have any Information that
beneath it. If the lower ones sub- day.
asked to do anything. We rely on everyone else doesn't have. I think
mit to this then they, too, are
their initiative .is well as our own. that lf we contribute anything In
You gather up your things and
abandoning the famous principle start upstairs, but as you climb
We cannot eradicate all the prob- addition, it Is the motivation, the
of subsidiarity. Gilbert Chester- the stairs you reflect on why you
lems of the poor. We try to do our feeling that it can be done. heton, commenting on an anafogous were in such a hurry to leave the - ~
little bit in the best manner pos- rause it is being done here."
situation somewhere, has said that first floor and the reasons why
I must also mention two fX•
sible and hope to make others
this is the way dictatorships come you are here at all. The "Ambasaware of the problems existing in trem.ely · important points. One is
about; the citizens put someone up sadors" are starting to take their we are using them for our own ad- our affluent society. Many think the school's effort to teach people
on the parapet to protect them bread and soup. You remember vantage and profit. We learn not that this js a failure, but if it is, not as if the purpose were for
while they go in to take a nap. that these men are the reasons for to expect gratitude and try never (to use one of Dorothy Day's them to learn, but as if it were
And it is true; when the citizen is the CW's existence. Basically, we to put ourselves in a superior favorite phrases) it's the failure for them -to teach others. This can
content to be told what is good are here to serve them; to serve position.
provide a strong motive for study
of the Cross.
and bad for him in nearly all in the real sense of the word by
Those who wish come up to the 11nd thought, and help greatly to
Yet, the people at st. Joseph's
phases of civic life, sleep, some- giving them food and assistance. House are warm human persons. office in the afternoon for Rosary in~ure the spreading of leadership,
times called conformity, has set These men enable us to practice So many of them are congenial and in the evening for Compline. of personal responsibility and com•
in and he is that much nearer to the corporal and spiritual works and have a warmness of heart This is another unifying element rn:tment to actfon. The second
that other kind of sleep, sometimes of mercy. They Present a con- that really reaches you. There is in the House. These are the mo- point is Highlander's knowledge
called spiritual death, and some- tradictory impression to me; that Smokey Joe who has been , with ments of peace. But even then that it must get people to come
times slavery. For the city is not is, sometimes it is easy to perceive the cw for twenty-five years and some obstreperous drunk might be to the schoQI, rather than have its
the houses and buildings nor the the good radiating from them, and is so loyal to Dorothy and the cw. moved to join the singing of Com- sl.8ff members go into a comadministrative. off\ceS, but the peo- .at other times it is difficult. Be- There are those who always offer pline, off-key, reading the wrong munity with -an· ·idea· .and try to <
ple. They are the city and its side the value they possess in a cheery good morning or those verses, spitting and snorting, and organize people or get them exgovernment. They will forget this themselves, we value them for who pitch in quietly and do a good then you feel you know what cited by the idea. A person who
to their peril.
giving us that chance, that mo- job on something. There is a poverty might mean, when even ,l?ot to know the school could car!iy
The Expressway
ment, to respond with love and woman who takes care of the cats the peace and order of prayerful ideas back to his own community,
- In 1941 the municipal authority good will.
and a woman who brings in news- union is taken away.
and since the people there knew
of New York City proposed to link
The Second Floor
papers for everyone to ·read. I
Running the House
him. they would listen to him,
the Williamsburg and Manhattan
You clinlb to the second floor hav~ always admired the men who
I became acutely aware of the :ind some of them might come to
Bridges on one side of Manhattan where you come upon a large help cook and serve the meals, real strain and tension involved tu the school too. The school was
Island with the Holland Tunnel to roo;n full of men and women of who sweat all day for a pack of running the House of Hospitality there to be used by the people. As
New Jersey on the other side by every description. Some are sitting cigarettes. But not for that. The when, along with Arthur J. Lacey, Bernice Robinson, as staff memher
means of an elevated expressway. there In filthy clothes awaiting the actual work brings us closer to- I was left in chargt, while the rest of the Highlander Center in KnoxIt was said that this would facili- opening of the clothing room. One gether and forms the unity of the of the staff was on retreat. I ville. safd recently:
tate traffic. This plan necessitated or two may be asleep on the floor House. And there are little acts gained an insight into the real
"We do not have all the answers
the removal of thousands of fam- or on an old pile of rags. Others of generosity ana sparks of love 'workings of the Hbuse and came to to our problems. but we can help
ilies and hundreds of businesses are watching the television or that_ impress . you · with the.it appreciate the understanding <ind you to get the information you
along the two and a half mile simply sitting there. Someone may sponaneity · and beatitY. It is these resilience of men like Charles ·rr.ight rteed . But the main thing to
route. Also in its path were a num- be drunk already, although we small acts that help you appreciate Butterworth and Ed Forand.
keep in mind is that this is your
ber of public and semi-public don't let men in who are drunk the work you are trying to
As the person in trust of the program. your llroject, your combuildings and institutions, among when they come to the door. Some accomplish.
House, you find yourseif badgered n."llnity. You make the decisions as
them our church. At that time the slip though anyway. A drunk
Up another flight of stairs to the and harassed by a hundred peo- to what you want to do. we stand
expressway, a ten-lane roadway, grabs your llrm and mumbles third floor office. There ·you see ple with a hundred problems. You to 1 rertder whatever -sei:vice you
was estimated at a cost of 80 some r incomprehensible 1 - babble a fairly large 1 rodm with multi- can 'barely keep up with the. ques- de'llr~ of U.~."
,
rtullion dollar\;. But shortly After into youri ear. Still• others' inAy be "coldretl• wa11S land· five dilapidated tions, 'req,tlests, "de.irtands, ·ful
I
.
No~J
vh'.\~
~
wl\lil
t~
do
ls ~ot
1
it was b.coaclred thei nation went wodt:i~- at •the t tickety! old ' tables t;t"sks twisted info disto~tecl 1shllp~s '
> <
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By CHRIS PEDITTO
On Delancey Street can be found for a few hours, and Don spent the
the Jewish delicatessens and the night with us before taking the
New York beginnipgs of Sophie bus home. Don is one of the piTucker, and on Rivington St., the oneers, a ·man of courage and forPuerto Rican .settlement with its titude. He took his prison term
loud • Latin muaic, and in the well.
Other News
Broome St. area, ''.Little Italy" and
This month, Ed Forand C!elebratall. tllose private little clubs, and
then there is the Bowery; a sort of ed a quiet birthday; Arthur J.
no-man's-land. Thus it is t hat Lacey set out for a week's retreat
Chrystie . Street is surrounded by in Berryville, Virginia; and Elaine
potato knishes, Jewish rye, bla~k Makowski and Michele Gloor came
haired boys in tight black pants, from the Chicago house to work
pizza, and stale beer. All these here with us for a while. This was
things we rarely write about, for also a month of the children . Little
they are all so natural A:o our en- Tommy Turner, the son of Ed Turvironment here. But this is the se t- ner, passed his first birthday; and
ting for our community, where Jim and Jean Forest, past memamid all these things, January hap- bers of our staff, celebrated the
Baptism of their first-born, Benepened to the Catholic Worker.
It was a cold month, bleak at dict John.
During the past few weeks, we
times. Even now as I write, the sky
Js overcast. But much of the cold have been grateful for the many
and much of the bleakness of the gifts of clothing we received. They
month was stayed simply by the are certainly highly appreciated,
spirit of the community and the and we thank all our friends who
events that occurred in and contributed. Maryknoll, as so many
times in the past, came to our aid
around it.
with clothes just when we needed
Norman Thomas at the CW
We were very fortunate to have them most. We always enjoy the
Norman Thomas with us for our visits from the seminadans of
regular Friday night meeting held Maryknoll, for they have been a
on January 11th. He spoke of many great help to us and we feel very
thlngs, and we were honored to close to them.
Gregory Leaves
have him. Needless to say, there
After eight months · on the CW
was a crowd of people present.
staff, Greg has left us to return
The Young That Come
After the meeting, Tom and I home to Detroit to resume his
met with a group of young people schooling at the Jesuit University
from the Riverside Church. They of Detroit. He was an invaluable
were touring our area, so we were help, both on the editorial side of
very happy that they had chosen the work, and in the running of
the Worker as one o.f their points. the House. The men of the line
of interest, for we are always hop- liked him because of his practical
ing that · our ideas will reach the. spontaneous response to them,
young. We had a similar visit one never judging, and visitors in the.
Saturday morning when Fr. Gil- office. when they asked him to exbride from Norwalk, Conn. came plain some Catholic Worker point
down for a visit, bringing four en- of view, were impressed with his
thusiastic young fellows from the intense insight.
Greg is a connew junior · seminar just being scientious objector to war. To me
1>tarted there. They were all about he is a friend and comrade. He
14 or 15 years old, with wide~ open taught us all something of Russian
eyes and curiosity so typical of literature, with our frequent disboys that age. They seemed to en- cussions of Dostoievski, Tolstoy
joy their visit as evidenced by the and Chekhov. We know he'll be
way they cleaned up their soup and back.
pitched in to help. They cleaned A Night With Brother Antonius
out Siloe House with one of the
Brother Antonius, well-known
men from the line, and sorted out poet and former member of the
some clothing for us.
Oakland House of Hospitality,
On t'h e Street Comers
spent an evening with us at ChrysWe are starting to do something tie Street. Everyone was impressed
regularly that we haven't done .for as he rela~ed stories of his _life
quite some time-Gregory, Tom, and sought to answer the questions
Ann Joe and I have been going out of our friends and us.
duri~g the week to sell papers in Dorothy Day Presented with Award
Greenwich Village. In the future
On January 30th, the fifteenth
we hope to make it to Wall St. and anniversary of the death of Ganinto the uptown area. It's good to dhi, Dorothy was presented th.e
get out in the market place and War Resisters League Peace Award
confront the many people who have for the Catholic Worker Movenever heard' of our ~ork. We often ment. All of us here are greatly
find" them asking questions, sur- honored by this tribute to Dorothy
prised to see Catholics out on· street and The Catholic Worker movecorners selling their papers and ment.
A Section From My Diary
discussing their ideas "in public."
Comings, Goings, and Happenings
I've known the Worker for nearThis was certainly a month of ly two years now. During that time
comings and go;ngs, a month of It was an in apd out-proposition wUh
happen!nis'. We , were delighted to me. But now I am ~ part of t_he
have a visit from our old friend CW, and I am startmg to reahze
Bronnie Warsaskas. Bronnie works more and more our reliance on the
with antique ftJ!nifure both as ' a many people whom we never see,
craftsmah and a teacher of his but who, no doubt, share in our
craft, runnin"g a shop in Cambridge, work. For that reason, I would· now
Mass., where he is training sixteen like to share something with them
young ine-h.
' -a page from my diary. 1 feel it a
On the twenty-third of the proper ending for a month that has
month, there was a knock at the been a good beginning in many
door. 'For' just a second the face wa~.
dil not register: The word had l "This year away from school, I,
been1 that Don Martin would soon the non-Christian, the non-bebe ,out '?~ ,Fed,e al prisp? in As:h- liever, find myself at the Catholic
land, Kenluck'y, but · somehow I Worker. And I don't feel as thol}gh
didn't 'really believe' It- Don was it were a choice as much as I feel
up at Polaris Action in 1960, where I was assumed into the whole
he and Tom knew each other. Many thing. You Chris~ians, call it Provof our readers might remember idence, I can only speak in terms
Karl Meyer's article about Don in of harmony-it seems so fitting,
tlie June 1962 issue of the paper. feels very fitting indeed, even now
He was senten.ced for bo:lrding the as I stand in the midst tOf! these
Ethan Allen subrtiarine, af'tet a Christians. I've. been accepted by
swim in the estuary 'of the Thames a comm.unity iand I" am , sure that
River, in New London, in Novem- although it 'Itlay be very 1 sul>conber, 1960. The sentence could have scious, it is an acceptance by love
run six years, under the Youth on both our parts.
"I stand apart from the Church,
Correction Act. Don was calm,
bright 1as always, and thinner. 1He yet ·I f~el so mlich at -part of 1 the
ls:. retmning to , hi..s pa11ents' 1 hom~ wo~kerl tAnd 'I• think itl's .because
in Wedlseley, •Massachusetts, I and of ithel people ~ and Jtheir one ~uge
to his 1.&tudies ab M.I.'l'. We spoke soulLthe 1Mystioal • Bbdy doetrin'e
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is so beauitful! Cannot the agnostic share in a spiritual brotherhooil,
whatever it may be?
"Living in community is what I
need now . . . the breaking down
of loneliness with love, as Dorothy
put it in her postscript to The Long
Loneliness . .. living in community
in New York, the virtual capital of
the world, and to realize that this
community is so conscious of the
city, spiritually and socially. And
there is so much to be conscious
of . . . the uptown scene as much
as the wretchedness of the Bowery.
Perhaps that is the reason I am
here; perhaps because even s a
non-Christian, I still believe in a
mystical body . . . all of us, of the
same blood, sharing the same reality . .. all of us: the people at the
House, the man lying coldly •m
the winter pavement, the poets
never read, the stubborn merchant,
the $20 a day junkie, the many
sinners and the few mystics that
we never see . . . we are all of one
part here in this city of cities, even
when a 42nd Street evangelist attempts to separate God's men from
the pagans, pointingly calling us
thieves, fornicators, blasphemers."
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(Continued from page 3)
criminations. There is only so thing to eat, sap your strength to
much money and you simply can- resist.
not do enough. Do you pay that
CW Ideals and Values
extra man in at the Bowery hotel?
The CW is a place where there
He has no place to stay for the is an attempt at basic Christianity.
night. How about the woman who We are idealists and sincerely beWalked in and needed medicine lieve that Christian means can sucfor some ailment? These are real ceed. We do not want to make'
needs, though It is also true that this earth a perfect place. That
some of the petitioners are qui te would be horrid·. It would become
willing to take advantage of us. a bland place, without any individThey confront you with unreason- ual conflict. If we were perfect,
able requests· and demand your we would lose God's great gift of
immediate attention. The problem Freedom. We would live in a
of justice with all its ramifications vacuum where it would be imposcan sometimes make it difficult sible· to draw that very grace that
to arrive at a decision . More often enables us to act with love. Howthan not, you succumb and give ever ·we do want to make it a
the mone~ (when you have itl or oett~r place to live in-a place
whatever is needed and hope that where it is easier for man to be
it wil~ not be .spent on alcohol.
good. There are other methods of
. While runnmg the Ho~s.e you solving conflict without using
fm~ yourself. .in the position of force, the true Christian means of
arbitrator for all the arguments love and non-violence.
that spring up in the place. The
Non-violence is a virtue akin to
best you ca~ do is to try to solve poverty, chastity and obedience.
th_em and still leave the contenders Essentially it is the ability to enw1th some amount of good feeling. dure and 'accept suffering upon
It is ~I you can do to attempt to ourselves without becoming anb~ poh~e and as generous as pos- tagonistic or inimical. It is a per->
~Ible with your ti~e, understand- sonal response to other people and
mg and good will. Y-0u cannot to contemporary situations. It is
solve all the problems and never th 1. ·
f
·
lif
will b bl t b t
.
e 1vmg o a responsive
~• .
e a e o, u you still hope. where responsibility does not so
The Bowery
much infer. obligation, but an enOur House is one block east of counter out of which . comes a give
the Bowery. We live and work in and take where love lies at it,s
an environment that most people strongest, and you come to a deepwould prefer to believe does not er understanding of others. Nonexist. At almost any time you can violence can be used every day,
walk along the· Bowery and see and developed in our selves, to a
, men wiping windshields on cars point where you grow in virtue
that have stopped for red lights, and influence others to do the ,
hoping to collect a little change. same. It is used in the terribly
You pass thieves' market, where important now, the existential
stolen goods are sold 0 n the street. movement, when you relate to
In the summer the sidewalks are others. It should be employed in
(Continued from page 1)
cluttered with the bodies of men social, political and personal daily
in tl1eir emotions of fear and pride sleeping outside.
living. It then becomes direct acremain the same. Men speak still
We get to know and like some tion, taking personal resoonsibility
of hum i 1 i at i 0 n s , and national of these men. Some are quiet to respond with love and virtue. It
honor and so on.
meditative, others brash and out- becomes an effective force of inIn the next issue of The Catholic spoken. There is kindness and joy, spiration that runs out of our free- ,
Worker we hope to print a long as well as bitterness and despair. dom of choice, lifts us, and enables
article on Castro and Cuba written They possess the differences com- us to know ourselves, and to form
by Fr. Herve Chaigne, O.F .M. en- mon to all men. We also learn t he a better world. Instead of becom-=:--titled The Cuban Revolution: A reasons that drive men to the ing a garden type of Catholic AoMirror of Our Times, which orig- Bowery: war, a woman, lack of tion, it develops into a true direct
inally appeared in Issue No. 3, education, the ills of a meaningless action.
1962, of Freres du Monde, a Fran- society that offers unsatisfying
Of course, not everyone is a
ciscan Review edited by Fr. Olivier work and hypocritical values.
pacifist, but men can commit them; .
Maillard in Bordeaux, France.
It is not widely known that some selves to the very Christian means
I promised an article on Robert 2,000 people on the Bowery are and values that they profess to
Williams, American exile Negro not alcoholics. They are forced to believe in. When rnan has thi1
in Cuba. I wrote the article but live in Bowery hotels because they freedom to live in peace and to
gave it to Liberation to print last have no money and no skills, or affect others he fulfills himself
month. We will reprint it in a they are old. They work for and affirms his being. Thes~
later issue so that all our readers nickels, dimes and · quarters, just · Christian means of love and nonalso may see it.
trying to survive from day to day. violence are the direct opposite of
rrhere is still. much which I wish
It is during the winter that life the Communist mean$ of a terible
to writ~ about Cuba and why we on the Bowery is really dangerous. violence. However, many Catholics
too are so mightily interested, The frigid· winter is a killer of seem to bave a myopic view of
though we are both pacifist and men. Those who can't get a flop this reality. They desire peace,
utterly opposed to all state con- for the night continuously search but are so deathly afraid of comtrol. It is because the zeal and for places to sleep . .Maybe they try ing under Communist domination
.enthusiasm of the young in Cuba a subway station or the back of a that they are willing to grant their
increases .our hope for man-that heated building or a halhvay in an governments the use of any means
he can undergo a great trans- apartment building. They warm whatsoever to prevent it; even to
formation, that he can be con- their hands and bodies over gar- the point of world wide slaughter
verted to a heart warming zeal bage can fires, taking one after and the catastrophic ruin of atomic
for the common good. Of course another a slug of wine to help for- warfare. They feel that an end
I see the tragedies that inevitably get the cold. They fall in the that appears sufficiently good jusUaccompany every great ·change, street to awake covered with snow fies the use of any means, however
and more so when those changes or not to awake at all. When w~ horrible. This attitude violates, o~
are brought about by wars. I hate are low on .money at the CW, as rather, flatly co?trad~cts th~ ~un
the arms buildup in Cuba as I hate right now, it hurts to see men damental Cathohc ethical p~mc1pte
it in rpy own country, the waste of freezing that we might be able to that the e~d ~oes not ~us~1fy the
intelligence, the waste of resources. ·help if only we could. The best means. ~his km? of thm~1~g surIncredible sums are poured into we can do is pull them into a heat- ren?ers to Marxist. matenal1~m by
destrubtion that should be used ed hallway in an apartment house, say~ng that material force is sufor schools, hospitals, the develop- and hope the landlord and the pe:1?r to and more powe:ful than
ment of new and' better iristitu- tenants don't
t h
spmtual-that the material sword
tions. I hate to think of prisoners
·
ca c u~.
.
.
can defeat the spiritual sword. If'
.
I
gamed
a
sense
of
identity
with
th"is were tr ue, i.e.,
·
th a t th e ma tter
still in Cuban prisons, and of the the
·
h0 1
t "d f
"shanty towns" which have sprung
men w
seep _ou si e, or. I were more powerful than spirit, it'
up in the gardens of the embassies slept out ~or a while myself, m would be hard to say that the ultiwhere fugitives full of fear are less menacmg weather. 1'.' 0 u ~eel mate reality is spirit, or God. These
also imprisoned. As I drove past the f~ars common to the situation : Christians do not deny God, but
one embassy and caught a glimpse of ?emg mugged, or chased by the they have little faith in His works.
of this and my companion, a pol~ce: some of w~om see~ to take They cannot believe that if God
Cuban, slowed down her car, we sadistic pleasure m clubbmg peo- could allow a Communist takewere angrily waved on by an armed pie who live outside. You reflect over He can also enable His peoguard. ' 1 1 hate tb ee l women es- on Divine 1 Prov.J dence and God's pie to win a victory 1 by spiritual•
peCfallyi proudly be~iing · ar'ms. 1 ' plan for' you when there you ai:q, weapons. To them tl\e 'Victory of
· These things, and ' tne e things apprehensive, tryjng to fall asleep the CrosS', !though a central t>art ·of•
only,- I found to riticize' and con'. on a roof-top or a· park bench. So their religion·, does not seem rele-i
demn but I shall continue to try mnay times you feel your own vant to the world's situation today.
to w;ite of all the good which is weaknesses creeping up on you. They say it cannot be repeated, or
happening - to build up under- You could almost wish for a bottle that we are not yet ready. It i1
stdnding land tlie .knbwlectge wliich 'of wine 1tb .relax _you and make i't difficult to :persuade· these Christ..,
leads to tilecbtnitiloni 1 lhat the easier for you to sleep. It .is ,easy ians th~t the victory af , Faith , cani
Ol)l:lans.are -our 11l!xt' door brothers; 100! giv:e_in to .some panaceal 1 Bdic overcbme the: fVils ,of Gommjlllism~
and knowing• themJ wiH love ithem. plfobl~ms,: like where• to <get sul:ne- .
1 J (<!:onUnued bnt page 61 1 t 1 1
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blame for the. trouble or perpetually delve deeper into psychological motives of the one or the
other? The lives of Leo and Sonya
or War and Peace at Yasnaya Polyana
Tolstoy illustrate man's essential
(Continued from page 3)
MARRIED TO TOLSTOY by Cynthia Asquish, Houghton MUilin sorrow: The ability to conceive really to start a school at all-not tre work might be possible, and '
Company, Boston. Reviewed by Elizabeth Sheehan.
of perfection; the inability to to found an Institution. I want to of course music-enough at least
•
,;When Tolstoy was a .little boy performed prodigies of copying achieve it.
find a ·place in the country (prob- to catch the interest of some. One
ably somewhere In central New problem, however, is that there is
·a t Yasnaya Polyana, his .eldest and editing her husband's works,
England), and having settled there, no music that is common to the
brother, Nicholas, had told him (it is said -she wrote out War and
slmiply open it as a small-scale Boston Italians, Negroes and Irish,
that in a certain place quite close Peace seven times, by hand fYf
to the forest of Zazov he had course, at night when her babies
school, right where I live. It will the Vermont farmers, the Maine
buried a green stick on which was were sleeping), ran the estate at NEW POEMS: . By Robert Lax: provide the simplest sort of serv- fishermen, and people like myself
written a magic message that one Yasnaya Polyana, entertained a Journeyman Books; 1962. $1.50. ice: a place to be used by others who would like to play quartets
day would dispel all evil from never-ending stream of her hus- Reviewed by Robert Kaye.
in their clarification of thought and sing Palestrina or the Gelioand in their preparation for ac- eau Psalms. What can be done? I
the hearts of men and bring about band's followers, and did countless
all it is is
eternal peace. This legendary other things, any one of which
tion, and it may also help to pro· hope someone will turn up who
I . . What
vide
some technical Information o·r knows, and who can do it. Leading
stick remained to Tolstoy the sym- might have been too much for U1e
A
contact with organizations or music at such a school will not
bol of his life-long quest-the end- ordinary woman.
is
people previously unknown to be easy, without the common spirit
ing of war. He had told his chilNot surprisingly, she broke down
and
those
who come.
and tradition of, for instance, the
dren about it and written in his during the last years, years markdoes
I
think
of
it
.according
to
the
labor songs that were sung at
Will: 'Let my body be put into a ing one of the most tragic domestic
to
Catholic Worker idea of personal Hi~~lander during the 30's, or the
wooden coffin, and if it is not too wars ever recorded. Neither she
B
responsibility. Each of us must spirituals . that are sung n~w by
much trouble, bury me at the nor her aged husband could give
& to
act
according to conscience, doing the non-v1~lent movement m the
Place of the Green Stick'. "
one another any quarter, not even
c
what he sees is to be done, in the South. It is a great educational
If the biographies of great men an hour's respite from heated emo& to
way he thinks is most effective. challenge.
are interesting to read, those of tional scenes. This nat"urally reD
What Are Political Problems?
This can lead to the opening of a
their wives are perhaps even more suited in their children's becoming
to
house of hospitality, as it so often
I want to stress the simplicity of
partisans of one or the other parso. .
E •• •
has in the history of the Catholic this school-financial, structural
These women seem to fall into ent. One of the sad things about
to
Worker-usually by a very few and legal simplicity-that makes it
three general groups. The first, these troubles is that they have
z
people and in the simplest man- almost not a school at all. Maybe
&
and certainly most fortunate, are been publicized so much: by Leo
ner. It can also lead to the prac- it will be objected that it cannot
death.
those who are their husbands' and· Sonya themselves through
tice of civil disobedience or to be so simple, that the problems
disciples. Largely in agreement their endless diaries, by Tolstoy's II.
some other political action. In the of our sociey are far too complilet's say there are
with these principles, whatever devoted advocates who unsame way, it seems to me, it can cated for such a tiny and ·m26 letters in the alphabet.
they may be, such women find ashamedly read these diaries and
lead to the opening of such a equipped school -to try to solve
& it's 26
satisfaction in dedicating their kept their own copious blow-byschool as I have in mind. If one them. But it will not try to solve
to the top
lives to them and manage to ac- blow accounts, and of course by
has a large house, or a ' habitable them. That is not the point. It will
& it's 26
c~pt gracefully, if not gladly, the the Tolstoy children. As might be
barn or several cabins, and is will- in fact be more of a school for
to the bottom.
inevitable personal sacrifices in- expected, most of these records
ing to devote at least half one's finding problems than for solving
volved. Per haps the wife of Leon favor Leo heavily over Sonya. As III.
time to the correspondence and them, though the two processes
where are you?
a footnote to history we might say
Bloy was one of these.
other work involved, why not have have much in common . I mean
that the inordinate articulateness
The second group, like the wife of all concerned, plus the inexsuch a session as I've described, that I - doubt if political problems
of Gandhi, are those who are haustible energies of the combatfor a weekend or a week or even are "solved" ex'cept thr.ough the
in no sense their husbands' ideo: ants, proved handicaps in the long
more, at intervals through the changes in relationships that come
logical followers. Yet because of run by perpetuating and renewing GENERATION OF GIANTS: bY year? A school like this need not about in analyzing and working on
ttadition, duty, naturally compliant the wars.
George H. Dunne, S.J. Universi- be in continuous session, and of them, and most of the problems
natures, or strong personal devoty of Notre Dame Press 1962, course it needs only a very small are continuing, always beginning
tion they are able to yield to the
Sonya admired h~r husband's
$5.75. Reviewed by AMMON permanent staff-perhaps . only again with new people and new
harsh demands of a radical's ca- literary genius, but not his moral
one or two people. Ideally there situations, though perhaps in difHENN
ACY.
reer without ruining themselves theories. As he took up pacifism,
would be a school of this kind in ferent forms. Relationships keep
It
is
fitting
that
this
book
about
or seriously hindering the radical non-violence, handicrafts, freeing
every community of any size, and changing, and politics is process.
in question.
the serfs, etc., she was unable to brave priests who sought unortho- in each rural area of perhaps sev- Contradictions canriot be resolved
_ _ __ _..bird we must consider, and not understand him. Not only were dox methods of procedure in their eral counties.
once and for all, but only in the
too unkindly either, those unfor- these ideas contrary to all she had missionary work in China in the
The Arts
experience of those who are
tunates who, having themselves as- always believed, but they were a 17th Century should be written
So often those who are most caught in 'them.
sertive personalities and firm con- source of severe hardship to her by a Giant of the Jesuits of the
What then are political probvictions, find they cannot go along and her children. As Leo's repu- 20th Century. For Father Dunne, concerned with change in society
with their husbands' ideas at all, tation as a moral reformer began without going the whole way of are not very interested in art, or at !ems? Do we really know what the
nor is blind submtssion possible to to overtake his literary reputation, being a pacifist or an anarchist, . least they fail to connect art with problems of our society are? The
their nature.
her home was filled with devotees h-a s on the subjects of Race, social change. I am sure that art manner of determining them is a
-both good and bad-is one of vital part of the political process, '
To this last group Sonya Tolstoy and hangers-on who made her feel La b o r and Peace . been decades
the primary influences on people's and it has · a great deal to do with
certainly belonged. When she was like a stranger in her own home. ahead of his companions and has
lives.
I cannot substantiate this my ideas for the school, so I want
rebelled
against
the
pious
stuffed
quite old, and the death of L·eo Then, as now, the followers of the
statement, nor do 1 know just to go into it here; though only
shirts
in
his
Order
and
in
the
bad ended contention and brought controversial Tolstoy were sharply
what the connection betwe"en art sketchily. The following seem ' to
her a little mental peace, she wrote divided into those who saw in him Church, and he has suffered for it: and social change is, but I strongly me to be some of the principal
in
China,
St.
Louis,
Los
Angeles,
sadly that history would make of a great writer and those who saw
believe that the connection must ways of determining political
bet, a Xanthippe. So it has been in him a dogmatic and revolution- Phoenix, and Sa11ta C_lara. He is be explored.
proJ;!lems:
now assistant to the President fYf
according to her prophecy!
ary teacher.
1. Study the public discussions
Those who know little or nothGeorge Washington University in
Cynthia Asquith, in her book
Reading again the Tolstoy story, Washington, D.C., having returned Ing of the arts are the ·very people in campaigns, legislative bodies,
Married to Tolstoy, attempts to one is struck by the inconsisten- from two years la Rome.
who I hope will be coming to the newspapers, courts etc. an,d the \
present sympathetically the story cies and .childish ruses both Leo
He writes with a sense of humor, school-among others, of course, : statements of m~n in public life,
of the woman "whose opportunity, and Sonya used against one an- as when he defends Father Schall as the groups should always be and d~cide what the important .
glory, and doom was to be married other. That two such exceptional for operating a cannon in the de- mixed. I very much want the issues are.
to Tolstoy."
persons should have resorted to fense of Macao in 1622: "The school to help to increase famili- · 2. Decide what man's nature is
· Tolstoy surely would not have such weapons can appal only Catholic Church is opposed to arity with the arts among those and' how be shouid live and then
been an easy husband for any those of us who, much less bur- priests taking up arms e~en in who come to it, but I don't yet compare this with his condition
woman. Never at peace with him- dened with gifts, have never ob- a just war but she does not abso- know just how this can be done. in society and the discrepancie1
self, harried constantly from ex- served ourselves doing exactly the lutely forbid it. . .. None but a The main question seems to be: will indicate the pi:oblems. C';rhis
treme to extreme by his own pas- same!
pacifist ' cannot logically distin- how explicit to make the connec- methOd is very risky indeed!)
Only in death, at the Place of guish between priest and layman. tum between the arts and whatsionate nature, angry with his in3. Witl;. your own values conability to carry out consistently the Green Stick, did Leo Tolstoy His objection "goes against both. " ever subject people have come frqnt . political life, and tpe probthe ideas he conceived so glow- find the peace he had so valiantly And when the Manchu's wanted to the school. to explore? The Jm- !ems will rev,eal the_msflves ,in
iQgly, he was hardly a restful com- and unsuccessfully pursued during t!ie Chinese to shave theii; heads pact of this connection must come your effort to act according to
p!lJlion. Add to that the uncom- his long .Jife, right up to that last and wear queues he says: "There in large part simply from the way conscience in particular circumfortable fact that many of his desperate flight that landed him in is much to be said for the man things are at the school-that Is, stances.
1
theories in later life. appeared as the station-master's house in As- who will fight more readily in through the interest of the staff,
4. Analyze the working out Of
a direct insult to his wife, an t- tapovo. Rereading the final act of defense of the rights to cut his the appearance of the school and necessity in society and try to ' dis'
i
tack on the institution or" marriage this terrible play, with all its melo- hair as he chooses then in de- the activities there. Can . a more coyer
whether there are any
poss • in general, and a dispar!lg~ng of dramatic overtones, mad scenes fense , of an empire. It is when explicit connection be made evi- bilities of free action' to change
everything Sonya had loved and and irrational sequences climaxed tyranny attempts to bully its way dent between the arts, or any one poJitical relatiqnsh1ps, ~nd if ~o, '
tlung to throughout their stormy besides the railroad tracks, what into the sphere of personal riglits of them, and the topic currently wliat they are. They will indica e
partnership. - Then too, he fre- should we say of it?
that it eJicounters that flaming re- being discussed?· If there is any the political problems.
1
quently altered his vie.ws from opLeo Tolstoy saw all too well the sistance of the free human spirit." obvious connection, as for-. instance
5. Ask people 1 wbat .tp~1r1 pr?bposite to opposite, quite unreason- human tragedy. He grieved over
·H e believes that if Christianity between architecture ·and urban ·lems are. Don't assume that you
ably expecting Sonya to accept injustice with a violent grief. He in the first centuries had moved renewal, someone with knowledge know, nor assume that they know,
each switch without question.
wept over man's poverty until his east instead of west, the cultural of this should come to the session. but assume that with them you
And Sonya possessed her own frightened children crept away, forms developed would have been However, if the topic is credit and they can discover what the
demon too! The well-brought-up their dinners untouched. Theo, quite different. The . Portuguese unions or job discrimination, the problems are. This method is the
daughter of a cultured and well-to- raising his head, · Tolstoy saw him- and the . Spanis1' could npt coo- , connection might .seem to, be a one that I want· to elaborat.e here,
do family, Spnya Behrs was. beauti.- 1 self - unjust, tragie: h e 1 p 1 e s:s ceive of , Chri,stiapity 1 ;\1{itho4t ; y;, little 1strained!
as it ~is tpf ope \hat ·i& Fost cl~se~y
ful, ambitious and gifted lo mapy , against his 1own failings! t The dis-< being. w1appe4 , ip ,t.p~~r 1 natipna~ . How, i::an ; actual participation rinl ~elatfd Eto tl/-e ff hool.
;
ways. In . Tolstoy's shadow ; all her. crepancy between ideals and1 ac .. isµ\.1Even "the 1.JA'iurt: ~~11cne~., 11nd anril of 1tbe 1art$ be m11dei possible>
;i ,
ro11t1cs
endowments naturally shllank, ·but• 'tions tortured ! him.! liTnable; like Martin . .de. LO\Yola, a· Franciscan, at 1the school? Is it p0ssible<tcr ac.., . ·Politics to me is the sum of the
in another setting she would have lesser souls, to compromise his 'went forth with "the Bible in one complish anything in this realm in relations among people in their
been a distinguished woman in vision, even to accommodate it to hand, the sword of his king in such a short time-a week more public life, people who bear the
her own right. l\"or should we un- his own or his family's limitations, the other."
or less? Of course it would be fine multiplicity of their private lives.
cltrestimate :her actual acoomplish-1 Tolstoy's rage mounted in !l 'a t•e "!). 1 '.Ricci jlPd Vji~ig~iino, &m§qg ,tpj! to have. JSVpie iartists1 ,,l.iviug near~ 'l'hus- pnlitical problems will v'1')'1
men ts. s Durirrg the forty~ eight years to frenzy.• ; • . J • « 1 • t ! ~st of , the J;.est,i!tJ! , in Chin at f4l the Eschool,r who ' welle: inter.esb!d sreatly ; according to the different
years of\ bier marriage •to Tolstoy,1 1 on what use :is 1it • to~ continually thei Jl 7ti} C~Ptt¥Wi wtrQ 1crowpc(l epough -in ill ito ! .expenimept, witb1 sitruations ' of .rdilfetent: peopleJ SQ
she bo~e i.bi..m 1 th.lneen r 1!hUdren, atudy this riubject>, tziying 1 td .fix • ~ I (G!onti~ned 'On lpage1 8l ~ 1.1 this kind qb teachin~ !,Simple .thea-: i ;. , ' (£tmtinted Oil J>•ie 6)
··I

"THE PLACE OF THE GREEN STICK"

Plan for a School

Bob Lax·

. Giants

THE

Co-al Millers Strike

CATHOLIC

VORKER

killed in an accident, in a "doghole" Ci.e. non-union mine), and
found to have potato peels in his
lunch pail, babies sick because the
government surplus powdered milk
is insufficient for special formulas.
But there are farther reaching implications to this strike. It involves
the problem of automation, large
scale production in most efficient
manner possible. The big companies are not going to work this
area unless they can get the most
out of it they can. And it is the
big, unionized companies that feed
most of the money int.o the Union
Welfare Fund. The small, independent and non-union operators produce less efficiently, but do not
pay the 40c royalty into the Fund.
Therefore they can stay in competition with the big mines. The Welfare Fund itself is thus seen to be
central to the problem. The people
must have their hospitals, and they
must have old age security and
compensation for injury and loss
of abality to work. How these
things are to be maintained is the
problem, but that they must be is
clear.
Berman Gibson said to me,
"They're building - a turnpik
through our county, but you can't
eat a turnpike." He went on to
talk bitterly of the way a
telephone call -could raise three
million dollars for the ransom of
Cuban invasion prisoners, while a
situation like the one in Kentucky
has been allowed to develop with
the knowledge of everyone who
cared to know. Mr. Kennedy, during the Presidential campaign,
pointed out that American people
shouldn't have to live this way. His
speeches in West Virginia's depressed mining area rang true to
his hearers. In the absence of action, they are an empty echo.
Whatever judgments we might
pass on the nature of the Labor
Movement's response to _the implications of automation, P.ete
Seeger's voice comes back._ singing
that song, "They say in Harlan
County." The refrain droned in a
minor key asks, "Which side are
you on? Which side are you on?

(Continued from page U
even more. If five hundred coal mittee and put pickets around all
miners are paid $10 per day in- the mines in the district which
stead of $24, the $14 difference were not paying union scale. Apamounts to $7,000 per day over proximately five hundred pickets
and above normal profits, for just in each county effectively closed
these five hundred miners. Many the mines, until State Police esare earning much less than $10 corted scabs into non-union mines.
per d<!_y.
Publicity and Aid
There has been little coverage of
Rally at Community Church
On Thursday, January 24, there this strike in the mass media. CBS
was a rally held at the Commu- TV, however, did a telecast outlinnily Church in New York City on ing the strike, not to the satisfacbehalf of the- miners. Berman Gib- tion of the strikers, but they did
son was the main speaker. Pete explain the serious hardships that
Seeger sang. It was the coldest the miners families are suffering.
night of the season, seven degrees An appeal for imperishable foodabove zero in New York. The cold stuffs and clothing moved thouseemed universal, a s reports over sands of people all over the U.S.
the radio said that ice had formed to send aid to Kentucky. Unforfar down the Mississippi River. tunately, all the supplies were sent
Europe was 6ripped · by a frigid to a Mrs. Nolan, publisher of the
air mass. Snow covered Italy. All Hazard Herald, an anti-labor newsshipping in the Rhine was stopped paper, who kept all of it under
by ice. Lexington, Kentucky, so armed guard until she could disthe radio said, was suffering below tribute it to the strike breakers and
zero weather. Gibson stood up in their scabs. None of it reached the
the Community Church auditorium people it was meant for. Gibson
and told us what this weather added that Mrs. Nolan is the sistermeant to the impoverished miners in-law of the governor.
in his home county, Perry, KenViolence
tuclry. Mothers and fathers were
In these circumstances it would
sitting up all night ten<11ng the be foolish to think that violence
fires so that their children might would be avoided. Three of the
not freeze to death. He and Wal- strikers have been shot, none seriter Linder, a New York labor lead- ously injured, and Berman Gibson
er who had gone down to !;~n himself had half a dozen bullets
tucky to see for himself, told us whizzing past his ears. "Gunof children they had seen sleeping thugs," as they call them, dynamiton beds that had no mattresses, ed the hqme of one of the miners
just cardboard on top of springs, while he, his wife and children
with bedclothes laid over. Other were sleeping. The d a m a g e
children slept on table tops. They amounted to very nearly the entire
spoke of homes where you could value of their new home, paid for
see through the walls and the by the savings Of the man and wifP.
floorboards.
who had both worked for years to
A chill . or real horror gripped build it. -Two cars were dynamited
the audience. It was like the Thir- in Floyd County. Sheriff Coombs
ties all over again. Pete Seeger is under indictment for the death
sang one of the songs that came of a young miner, because, it is
out of the mines in the days of charged, he neglected to go to the
the U.M.W. organizational strug- boy's rescue as he drowned in a
gles in 1931-'32. "Tlley say in Har· stream. Nor would lie allow anyIan County, there are no neutrals one else to. Violence on a large
there, You either are a union man scale nearby broke out when at one
or a thug for J. H . Blair." After poin.t, three hundred armed minthe meeting I spoke to Gibson and ers faced twenty-one State PoliceLinder. Linder, who is Chairman men armed with tommy-guns, in
of the Trade Union Solidarity front of a scab mine, facing each
- Committee, formed to aid the other across a narrow road. The
(Continued from oaJ?e 4 >
miners, invited me to his home for only reason why a battle did not
The
time
is late; we must begin to
supper the next day, where I was break out was that the miners felt
able to interview Berman Gibson. that they would lose more than live the future life.
We need not become discouraged
Berman Gibson
they could gain. Berman Gibson because there have been solid vicA large man, with a booming assured me that the men were not toPies won by the use of non-viovoice and the accents of his area, of a mind to be shot at, dynamited lence. The early ,C hristians won
Berman Gibson was in his teens and starved, with their sick and over the mighty Roman Empire by
when the bloddy struggles for a aged thrown out of _the hospitals. refusing to use the sword. Still
union were at their height in the without repayment in kind. It is fresh in our memories is the modThirties. He was in the middle of only the extreme cold and the De- ern day victory of Gandhi's nonit then, when Harry Sims, the nine- cember snows that have deterred violent methods. The Freedom
teen year old unionist was mur- serious outbreaks of larg-e scale Riders and the Civil Rights demdered by the henchmen of the op- violence during these past weeks. onstrators in the South are having
erators. When his friends in the Here is a situation crying for a mounting success.
.
mines took to walking out in Sep- non-violent alternative.
Peter Maurin wanted us to build
Although the miners feel' that a new society within the shell of
tember, he was called to represent
them . The strike was not author- they have been deserted by their the · old. One can live the new
ized by the U.M.W. The men were Union, that the forces of the State vision now. This living tl:).e future
almost as resourceless in Septem- Police and tbe local police are life is one personal aspect of the
ber as they were in 1931. I asked agai~st them, that the news media CW staffers that I have come to
Berman why the Union had not in their area will smear them, they learn. They all have strong ideas
supported . this strike. He told me do retain confidence in their of the way the world might be
that he thought the Union wanted courts. A County Judge refused to better, and are endeavoring to live
to ditch District 30. It was too poor. grant an injunction against picke't- the good life. This spirit is a truly
It was dragging down the Welfare ing. Judge Courtney Wells public- revolutionary way of doing things.
Fund. But he asserted that there ly told the operators that they
Basically, we are seeking changes
was more coal being mined in Dis- should get out of Kentucky. This in attitudes. We desire fo reform
trict 30 than there ever had been is one hope that the miners can ourselves. With such changes you
in its history. The men are deter- cling to, and one that will help develop responsiveness. For exmined that they will not be aban- them keep from violence that ample, suppose you !!re walking '
doned to the operator!?. They will comes out of despair. Another hope down the street angered at yourhave· their hospitals, and they wm is the support that Mr. Linder's self and the world, and you happen
.have union scale wages. They are committee, and the support that to meet an elderly man or woman
deter"'ined. They are appealfng should come from unions and woo needs help to cross the street.
over the heads of the union bosses friends of labor around the coun- He or she appeals to you for assistto the working people of the na- try. If these people know that they ance. This is the existential ention for support and I think they are not alone, that disinterested counter, with one person, though
will get it.
people across the country are- re- he represents all mankind. You
Berman Gibson told me that when sponding to their struggle and help, even though you may not
the miners decidea to walk out their need, they will be strength- feel like it. You respond to somethey knew they could expect scab ened against despair and violence. thing which reaches deeper ir·
labor to be imported under proChecks,
bedding, mattresses, yourself than your surface moods;
tection of local and slate police. shoes, clothing, foodstuffs should you bring forth that comradeship
After all, Sheriff Coombs was a be sent- either to Berman Gibson, iand love- for fel'Iow • human beings
mine .operator himself. Many of 321 • Broadway, Hazard, Kentucky, that lis common to •us all. This
the men had found out that for or to the Trade UJtion Solidarity spontaneous reaction !is- closely
years their employers had not reg- Committee, P.O. Box 1050, G.P.O., connected ·with the id!!a of the
istered, them with Social Security, Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
Mystical Body, and everyone's
had not deducted taxes from their
Horror stories of the strike could unity in Christ. It is the internal
wages so that they could not collect be piled up one on top of the other response lying at the core of your
di5a_bility and old age penisona. 'Dhe· ,Childr~n taking homei part of: their being where/ God meets mah, l'Jl'liis
men s1,1spepted collusion of :govern- sc.bool1 ,h0Munches1 iso that tlreic sensitivity antll ilove •for oMlets Ii
ment oificials :wiijl the1mine oper- ym.mgen >brotliel"s ~ sister might to1me. the· veey' essence- abd reason
ators. They organized a strike com- have ;soinethi.ng. to eat, LI minet fol' I the OWls :exis:tencer.. • • · r I
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Plan for_ a School
CContinue2 from page 5)
it is nec;essary, in order to de- for other people what they need,
termine political problems, to ex- something that so often seems to
amine the situations of people be necessary. The Marxists say
and to determine their needs in "From each according to his abm:
each situation. Nothing is more ty and to each according to his
difficult than the determination need," but never-no more than
of people's needs. Theorists some- _anyone else-have they said. what
times try to do it on the basis of this means, or how it is to be actheir own needs, or Man's needs, complished. If it is not to be debut this is not enough. The prac- cided for them, people must detical politician running for office cide for themselves what they
pays attention to people's needs, need, but this involves so much
but his powers of attention are self knowledge and is supremely
usually quite limited. It is abso- difficult. It involves first of all
lutely essential, however, to be the awareness that it can be done
simply attentive in order to learn at all. Many people never have an
what people need, and thus to opportunity to stop to consider
learn what their problems are. At- this, to get away from the cliches
tention to people means above all of need, from advertising and
desiring that they be free, that from religious and political slothey be themselves-that they gans. Such an opportunity is what
learn to know and to become them- I would . like the .school to provide.
selves.
Size Not llnportant
A school such as I envision
So it does not matter that the
would be, I hope, a place where s~hool be small, simple, and illpeople could have an opportunity equipped, so long as jt is a place
to be free in this sense, and to where attention can be fully
realize the possibilities oi freedom focused, and where all people and
in their communities. They could ideas can he given attention. Many
stop to consider their needs, de- of the ideas that will be discussed
cide the most important and how will be quite practical-some not
to go about fulfilling_ them, and so practical. But after all, it is up
hopefully learn to trust others to to each one of us to decide what
do the same.
is practical, and whether we want
So much evil comes of deciding to try to do it,yr not.

Christian Pacifisim

· (Continued from page 2 )
Popes; Dom Bede Griffiths, found- cion, a way which leads at the
er of a new monastery in India; last extremit:y if need be to the
E. I. Watkin, well-known British shedding of the blood of others,
writer; Gordon Zahn, author of and opposing evil through sufferGerman Catholics and Hitler's ing and enduring, a way which
Wars; Edward Rice and Robert in the last extremity leads 'to the
Lax, editor and associate editor of sacrifice of one's own life. To the
J ubilee; and Dorothy Day.
second keyboard belong the means
Mah,atma Gandhi has been justly of spiritual warfare.'' (Italics
regarded as the modern prophet added.>
of nonviolence. Of- Gandhi's ideal
It is to the method. of spiritual
Jacques Maritain has written in warfare, using the "weapons of
Man and the State: "In my opinion light," that the Christian pacifist
Gandhi's theory and technique resorts. To those who say "Bem~--
could be related to and clarified dead than Red" anei "Better brave
by the Thomist notion that the than a slave," the Christian who
principal act of the virture of has rejected total violence might
fortified is not attack but endur- well reply that it is better to chose
ance: to bear, to suffer with con- death than to commit mortal sinstancy. One has then to recognlze the sin of mass murder-and that
that there are two different orders today a handful of technicians
of means of warfare (taken in the with computers may choose death
widest sense of the word), as there for the millions who will be given
are two kinds of fortitude and no chance to choose for themcourage, the courage that attacks selves.
and the courage that endures, the
Patrick Henry spoke only for
force of coercion or aggression, himself when he said "Give me
the force that inflicts suffering on Liberty or give me death!" He
others, and the force that endures was not speaking '"'for an entire
suffering inflicted on oneself. population-and least of all for
There you have two different key- little children who might well ask.
boards that stretch along the two as did the little child Carl Sandsides of our human nature, oppos- burg told of: "What if they had
ing evil through attack and coer- a war, and nobody came?"

Food and Clothing Needed
From The Pe~cemaker
Two Michigan State University
students were arrested in Clarksdale, Miss., on Dec. 28 while delivering their second load of food;
clothing and medicine to the
victimized Negroes in that area.
Ivanhoe Donaldson and Benjamin
Taylor, both 21, arrived at the
Fourth Street Drug Store, operated by Aaron Henry, before it
was open. They slept while waiting
for Henry.
Police came and searched the
truck, charging the two with possession of narcotics. Bail was set
at $15,000 each; and they were
held in jail pending action by the
Coahoma grand jury. Bai! has
since been lowered to $1500. Two
doctors in Louisville who had donated the medicine said that the
shipment- included bandages and
vitamins; and that the're were no
objectionable drugs. Poiice kept
the whole truck'-load of things. •
This is the Mississippi Delta
area where Operation Freedom
has begun to act in order to help
the harassed, boycotted 1 N~groes
wha have sought to lexercise •v;oting>
dgtrts. , : Jack rMcKart, • · recently
nlade coordinator for Operation

Freedom, is now in his way to this
area for the second time.
Donaldson is a field worker for
the Atlanta-based Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.
He has been active in anti-segregation demonstrations in Louisville,
working with the Louisville af•
filiate of. SNCC in collecting the
food and other supplies.
Henry said he hopes that people
elsewhere will send relief to this
area, where thousands are on the '
verge of starvation because of the
voter-registration drive. He also
asked friends everywhere to seek ,
action by the Federal Government
to aid the sufferers and to stop
harassment of persons trying to
help.
"Let tons of material be the
answer of the civil-rights movement to this latest harassment by
Mississippi," he said. Food and
· clothing ~hould be sent to the
Haven Methodist Church, 400
Yazoo Ave., Clarksdale, Miss. This
is the collection center for the
Emergency Welfare and Relief
Committe-e1 of the Mississippi
Council ol· Federated J IQrganiiations ; (wh'ich include NAACP', .
SNCC, SCLC, COREL • i ; , 1 I
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MARIA MONTESSORI
World-Peace Through The Child
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Being an accou n t of Dr. Maria Montessori's ideas, the h idden and remote cau ses of War, and the
best means of r emoving them.- Selected and arranged, with comments, by E. Mortimer Standing,
author of Mar ia Monteuori Her Life and W ork, Academy Guild P ress, Fresno, Calif.

"Ordinary (i.e., un-normalized ) children and also
posed by them, to the universal order, plus the limitless
men in society when they see a thing want to.possess
energies that are locked up in the atom there would be
it. The more a man possesses the more he wants to
n o limit to the material benefits which mankind could
Montessori said in 1936 that mankind as a whole is not
possess. All men want possessions; not only the rich
obtain. The deserts could be made to blossom as the rose,
yet conscious of hi.s cosmic mission. His labours, which he
men, and the poor men, but all. But they are not
and polar solitudes warmed by solar heat. There would be
finds so toilsome, would be turned into joy. "Even now,"
normal men; they are morally sick; because the
a unified world-wide organization of the production and
says Montessori, "that change could be wrought in any
deviated man seeks both possessions and power
distribution of raw-materials and food; with the whole of
particular man's life if he only adopted a new motive.
without limit.
humanity linked up by radio and travel in the stratoFor, with the average man, it is not his daily labour which
is wrong but the motive for which he does it. It is done
"So too in the deviated child we can see clearly
sphere. In short, when this great cosmic task of mankind
with a self-seeking aim. "Let a man," continues Montessori,
this desire to possess. He never stops asking for more;
had been accomplished and the super-nature completed
"become clearly conscious that his work is done, not only
and the more he receives the more he mus: have. _ and dedicated to God, this world would resemble an
for himself and his family, but for the good of humanity
Such a child is a non-worker. He receives sensations
earthly paradise, not for just two individuals, as was the
as a whole and his labours will be full of a new joy."
from the environment-stimuli-but he has not any
first, but for all mankind.
love for the env.ironment! Love for the environmen
This picture of the possible future condition of manIt is interesting to note how Goethe, in his second part
should be the guiding instinct in action; and if it does
kind on this earth may strike the reader as but another
of Faust, had an intuition of thJs same truth. Faust finds
not awaken in man he will .not have a normal life.
example of that longing for a return to the " Golden Age"
his Jong-sought happiness at last in draining swamps i.e.,
Instead of finding himself -in and through sponwhich so easily arises in human hearts. We mentioned,
preparing a "super-nature" for humanity to live in. He is
taneous work, he feels -weariness; insteae of love, he
some pages back, that there were aspects of Montessori's
true to Montessori"s definition of man as essentially a
experiences hate. Pain, weariness and hatred are the
idea of man's cosmic mission-and this creation of a
"worker" in the cosmic mission of transforming nature
shadows of possessiveness and obscure the intellisupernature-which were not easy to grasp, and we do
into a super-nature, and finds his deepes1 joy in so doing.
gence. Power and possessiveness keep us enslaved;
not pretend to have fully comprehended ourselves. NeverDuring the past three ·Or four centuries th.ere has taken
so instead of having a society based on love and
theless it is something which she her.self seemed to see
place an immense advance in our knowledge of the
justice, there is one in which everyone must wear a
with great clarity-one might almost say with vehemence
physical universe and the laws that govern it. As a conmask in order to live."
-and it is only fair to a great and original personality,
sequence almost infinite energies of Nature are now at
Whence comes this possessiveness, this lust for power?
that, in giving an account of her ideas on p.e ace, we
man's disposal. But uruortunately during thesi: same
What is the origin of this selfish, individual i.solated point
should include this aspect of it. In dealing with the Weltcenturies (since Bacon established inductive Science with
of view, this separation and hatred which finally result
Anschanuung of a person of such prodigious originality
all 'its stupendous consequences) there has not been any
in war? Some persons say it is just human natl.\re-<iland genius as Dr. Montessori it is wiser to treat her ideas
corresponding advance in the development of man's moral
ways has been so, and always will be so.
as a whole, and not presume to separate the wheat from
sentiments. Indeed if anything, he has receded in this
the chaff-a process much better left to the winnowing
respect. He is still o,bsessed by mistrust and hatred; and
Others say: " Yes, it is human nature-but fallen human
action of Time.
even disobeys the moral laws of the natural order, to say
nature; and it can only be put right by lifting human
In every age, and especially so in epbchs of stupendous
nothing of the supernatural in the theological sense.
nature above itself. This Jn fact is just the office of
eris.is and transition such as ours is-the ideas, which are
On the o.J;her hand we are also living in an age when
Christianity, which through the sacramental channels of
to dominate the'.characteristic of the new age which is
humanity is being stirred, to its depths, by intuitions and
the Church and the inspiration of Christ's teaching, brings
dawning are already beipg born: Or, to change the meta. vision.s of something highV and better. There never was a
the healing and elevating power of 'supernatural' grace,
phor one can say that in a sense they exist already: and,
period in history when the concept of a world-harmony. in
by which, and by which alone, mankind can be raised
as the rising sun first lights up the highest mountain
which all peoples play their ,part, was so much "in the
above his nature."
peaks whilst the valleys are still in shadow, so these
air." The inventions of science-t he radio, television,
Now in a sense· Montessori agrees with both these
coming ideas are reflected in the intuitions of men and
inter-communication by air, the interdependence of
views. Certainly with the latter; because she herself bas
women of genius, persons of unusual insight, who thus
economic systems all over the world, the immensely imwrittell books on the best way of teaching children the
give expression to what Shakespeare calls " the prophetic
proved facilities for international communications of
great truths which hav.e been transmitted from generation
spirit of the wide world dreaming on things to come."
every kind-all these have brought the nations much
to generation by the Ch ri!)tian Church. She is also of t he It may well be that ·Montessori's idea of the "Cosmil!
_ ~·--_..,.._er to one another than ever before .
opinion that human nature, as such, does not and cannot
Mission of Mankind" is just such an idea; and that she bas
In fact the real problem which confronts mankind now
change. But what she does also maintain-and her whol.e
seen and seen with prophetic clarity, something which , in
is not that of supplying his needs-for his material relife's work is a commentary on it-is that, as things have
another generation or two, will be commonplace in the
sources are endless-but rather the creation of a new
been and are, humanity bas never had the opportunity to
minds of thinking men and women all over the world.
generation with a higher moral orientation to the uni- ·develop the highest natural potentialities that are in it.
In this connection it was with special interest that the
versal social order. This cannot be brought about by any
She does not deny-no Catholic could-that supernatural
present writer came across a recently published theological
form of legislation. It must come as the result of a growth
influences (i.e., supernatural in a theological sense) are
tract. It is entitled "Heaven," and is published by the
which devefops pari passu with the rising generation. Nor
necessary if men .are to be raised to the highest moral
Catholic Truth Society of England. This essay has the
can it be achieved by any mere reform in educational
levef; but she also maintains that this can never happen
imprimatur of the ecclesiastical authorities, a circummethods. It must be something deeper . and wider more
in the fullest degree until man's natural faculties and
stance which makes it all the more interesting. Here are
totalitarian (in the good sense) than that.
virtues are also brougllt to their fullest development as
certain passages from it, which Irom the point of view we
well. (This is only another way of stating the old scholastic
are considering, are singularly relevant. The writer has
It concerns the establishment of new and happier relamaxim that " grace completes nature").
been previously discussing the doctrine of the Resurrections between two great strata of society-between the
The tragedy of it is, however, that, all through human
tion of the Body-this human body, composed in our
child and the adult who-without realizing it-oppresses
history, an unknown cause has been at work (like a
present life of particles of matter taken from our planet;
him, and prevents his normal development.
hidden germ) preventing this full and free development of
and a body which, after its resurrection in a glorified
Unless there is brought about this new relationshipman's natural faculties and virtues. And this cause as form, will still be. composed of terrestrial .materials.
and the ..change must begin with the adults-the inAfter referring to our love of natural and familiar
dividuals in the coming generation will never be able to ' we have seen, is nothing less then that famous, or ratber
infamous, "Struggle between the Child and the Adult"things in this ''warm, kind world," and to our natural
develop-in such a manner as to realize the true normality
a struggle which .is, and has been, unsurpassed both in
reluctance at being deprived of them even by death, the
of the race.
continuation and ubiquity. Here on the natural plane we
writer goes on as follows :
Montessori believes that if, iR our dealings with the
find, remote ' and hidden, one of the most important
"Even this world is to be ours again ; for the
developing generation, we continue to follow up the " path
causes of war (comparable as we have said to that germ
fields of earth are to become the fields of Heaven.
of nOI:mality," that path which these "new children" have
in a flea on a rat which was the remote and hidden cause
Even now Heaven is considered by theologians in
so clearly shown u.s the first stages-thus valorizing the
of the devastating medieval plague).
general to be a definite place. The high spiritual
growing personality, at every epoch of development--if
"If mankind had not grown up deviated-as a result
happiness of the Blessed is 'set off,' as it were, by a
we were able to do this we should indeed produce a new
of being wrongly treated in childhood-we should
country and habitation correspondingly lovely. This
generation with a new attitude towards the material things
find in him that 'love for the environment and Jove
place is their particular abode, although-as we have
of the world, an attitude which could well be expressed
of work' of which we have spoken . We should then be
seen-the entire universe is open to them. But after
by the phrase "to use and not to possess."
normal men. Love would develop: for love is a result
the restoration of the human body, the earth will
But so long as that ubiquitous and disa.strou.s struggle
and not a starting point. That is why the mere preachitself be a part of Heaven considered as a place."
goes on between children and adults there can be no hope
log of love cannot lead .anywhere. We have caught a
"The living world called into being by God from
of children revealing these normal characteristics. They
glimpse (tbro• the children) of this normalized humannothingness; the soil on which Christ lived and died;
will continue to remain, as they still are now, for the most
ity; and with it the possibility of the triumph of a
the globe where man's history is unfolded-this is not
part, hldden under a ffiilSk of "de~ations. "
/ better, because mor.e normal, race. This love of the
to be cast aside as having served its turn, but to stand
Only when this "new relationship" has been established,
environment is like a "spiritual reflex" that elevates
in new glory for ever.'!
will it be possible to bring up a new generation who have,
and ennobles men. It is an inspiration-and.. in a
This interesting and somewhat smprising forecast as to
at all stages of development, been kept "normalized
sense, a divine inspiration-because it is God who
the ultimate destiny of life on thi.s planet, and the planet
through work." ft. new generation which, as a consequence,
has given it. And to the extent to which it is present
itself, certainly fits in much better with Montessori's
will have a different outlook on work. They will have
it draws man towards a mysterious and superdoctrine of the " Cosmic Mission of Man on Earth'' tban
found valorization of .personality through work. During
individual end-th!!' creation of the supernature."
the lugubrious prognostication (certainly not without its
the period of adolescence (in Montessori's Erde-Kinder
It will be seen from all the foregoing considerations
measure of justification also ) that mankind will eventuaJJy
or "Land Settlements") they wi11 have found , in their
that the true science of education, which aims at a strong,
blow itself up and the planet with it. It may be that, just
work, the key which opens up tl}e very structure of
independent, balanced personality is at the same time a- as the revelations of her "normalized 't:hildren" have
human society; and at the same time makes clear their
science of peace.
shown us that there is much more than we thought in Our
duty towards it.
There are real grounds for believing that such an end is
Lord's statment, "For of such is the Kingdom of Heaven ,"
They will have been brought up to look upon work, not
a ttainable · that the f oundations of peace (tho' not the
so in Montessori's . doctrine of the Cosmic Mission of
only as the means of supporting their individual exisfinal super-natural superstr uct11re) can be laid in• !this· Mankind· we can find a more lite11al interpretation with
t~nces, but as the very , expression of man's cosmic
way, and muJ!tt be laid in this way. For- and we r~pea t.. it• regard to the fuliillinent • of that prayer which, from the
mission on e:a:tth, They will see it as the building up of .a
for the 1last time-Montes&(U'i's vision and t hope if.or . the ~ apostolic1 age to our 'O wn , has been on the lips of every
supernature-a common terrestrial environment in which future p-eace of mankind is •not merely a utopian dream a
Christian. ' · ' r
, '
'
all nations work out their respective destinies together,
theory born of wishful thinking, but a conclusion bas_ed
H we have understood Montessori's ideas aright we
using that common environment but not possessing it as
on a real and undeniable discovery, the discovery of the
can see, in the remote perspective of the centuries to
·individual nation.s.
hitherto not generally known characteristics of these
come, two lines of vision converging into one-the
' 1 his "love of environment"• wh ich the cpiltiren in JMon- I ' Eormilized or J'newl' , children. As .Montessori herself puts 1 .,$Cientiftc view of t he :Cosmic mission of man in creating .a
tesspr~ schoo~ -so strikingly 1 manifest must ibe !distill-: 1 1 it: /'these · childr~n . are ab O!lce. both a• hope and pnomise.l' I supernatu.re, andi cthe aspirations of Ch11istians in iaU
g,ui~ trom the love of possessing that , enwromnent. 1As • ,
Given . this · new : and muth-fo-be5desir,edt orientation of I iag~s:-' '. Thy 1Kingdl:lln come, Thy ' will ~ dorre on earth'
· · ;
1 • •
·
, • • • • 1: individuals, and thereforer of lh.e rla'tions • whlch a.re com;.
iu it is :in ·H~n.'' 1 1
1 ;
t; ,~ l
Montessori say$:r 1
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(Continued from page 3)
the residents persisted in calling it street, especially one with a slovenly, often vicious population.
something else.
True, there are other areas of the
The Committee
It was at this time that Assem- city that are cleaner, better kept,
blyman Louis DeSalvio (Second prettier. But prettiness is no safe
District) called a meeting of inter- exchange for security. What, for
ested people. The meeting was instance, does one gain by leaving
well attended and resulted in the a region such as this for life in
formation of the Committee to a city project of 30 floors? It has
Save Homes and Businesses in the a lawn, but the resillent is forbidSecond Assembly District. Fa4"1Y den to step on that. It has elevasoon however, initial fervor waned. tors, but they are not safe from
This often happens when people muggers and sex neviates who lie
start to realize that b-a-t-t-1-e in wait for women and children.
really spells work. But in this case Its long halls, all painted the -same
the reasons behind the loss of in- pale cookie color, have become
terest woulJi appear to have been practice fields for delinquency. Is
three; the families and individuals such a change really a step up?
concerned, in the main Italians,
In point of architecture, are
Jews and Puerto Ricans, with a these monumental structures, all
healthy sprinkle of other Latin built of the same burnt yellow
Americans, do not have as part of brick with the windows on every
their tradition the fact (as distin- floor in the same corner, are they
guished from the principle) that re,ally superior to, let us say, the
the public is the real seat of gov- buildings along Broome Street?
ernment. Too, most of them , even Take for example the one directly
supposing they recognize the value across from Most Holy Crucifix.
of organized and sustained protest, It has a great carved bust of an
are not articulate. Finally, prob- Old Testament Prophet in the cenably because they are not, they ter of the facade. Beneath him is
tend to Leave such matters in the a row of the six-pointed stars of
hands of their local political rep- David. Or take the one down the
resentative.
street where three stone caryatids
Thus the Committee to Save appear to support the third and
Homes and Businesses found it- fourth floors. These two buildings
self reduced in short order to have more character than an acre
three or four stalwarts: Mr. De- of yellow brick projects. Old they
Salvio, Doctor Gottlieb Helpern, are, run down too, not modern;
Miss Estelle Rome and Mrs. Mary could they not be rehabilitated?
Zagarino. These were the people
A New Approach
who did the work, attended meetIn the Winter and Spring of
ings, gave speeches, formulated
plans. They worked hard and un- 1962 the Committee to Save Homes
complainingly. These were the and Businesses worked along and
people, too, who introduced the alone toward its goal of stopping
writer to the heady atmosphere of or at l~ast changing the course of
the Lower Manhattan Expressway,
civic endeavor.
The city worked hard and un- but its effort rarely seemed to
complainingly as well; its attitude command more than polite heedwas that the expressway would be lessness on the part of the city
a step forward for the area, even authorities, and this is deadly. So
a step upward. The press took the the members cast about for some
same point of view. Editorial opin- way in which to sharpen the point
ion was all in favor of the road- of their impact. They decided to
way. The reasons for this approval broaden their approach. In May
can be fairly safely reduced to of that year the Joint Committee
this generalization; the express- to Stop the . Lower Manhattan Exway would get cars and trucks pressway was organized. It was
composed of the following groups
across Manhattan faster.
Such reasoning strikes at the and institutions: Catholic Worker,
city's vitals for it would give first Chinese Grace Faith Mission, Compreference to vehicular traffic mittee to Save Homes and Busigoing through an area rather than nesses, Downtown Independent
to the pedestrian, with or without Democrats, John DeSalvio Demoa vehicle, who Jives there. True, cratic Association, Lower Manhattan Republican Club, Most lfOly
2000 families and 800 businesses
that employ about 10,000 persons Crucifix Church, St. Alphonsus
(in aJI about 20,000 people) are Church, Temple Sholem, West Vilonly a very small part in al city lage Committee, Greenwich Village Chapter of Young Americans
of seven or eight million inhabit- for Freedom, Holy Trinity Ukrainants. But 'the number of persons ian Orthodox Church, San Calogero
affected by the proposed express- Cultural Society and San Gennaro
way, in relation to the total popu- Cultural Society. This mixture was
lation of the city, is not and never yeasty, and like all such mixtures
was the precise point of the prob- it began to rise right away.
lem, though it was always exNot all these groups, of course,
tremely difficult to make ihe were particularly active, many of
powers-that-be see this.
them had only a peripheral interThe Neighborhooit'est in the battle. But even the
The point of the problem is that prestige of their titles on our letthere is a striking difference be- terhead often facilitated the entween a large and populous neigh- trance of the J oint Committee into
\ borhood and a pile of brick and areas · of influence that would
stone. Human beings can not be otherwise have remained closed.
knocked over like so many rows Of the active ones, the first above
of dolls, nor moved hither and yon mentioned, the third, the fourth
without suffering deterioration. the tenth and eleventh did top
And, in a draw, the emotional knotcn work. Of these, the West
health and contentment of the peo- Village Committee and the Downple ought always to be preferred town Independent D e m o c r a ts
to the 'skyline'. To destroy an area worked very hara. A form er chairof this size is to destroy a way of man of the W.V.C., Mrs. Jane
life, and such destruction is a very Jacobs, the writer, accepted the
serious . matter indeed. For it post· of chairman of the Joint Comamounts to slicing away the ad- mittee. Mrs. Jacobs was an invalujustment, reaction, custom, prefer- able acquisition for she and the
ence, daily habit, economic staff, group she brought with her came
prejudice, the likes and dislikes of fresh from victory in a similar
a great number of people. Perhaps battle in Greenwich Village. Not
some qf these things ought to dis- only did they exude enthusiasm,
appear, prejudice, for example. but they brought along a convicBut this is not the way to go about tion that we could win and well
established habits of hard work.
it.
At any rate, the city authorities
Theory and Practice
and, oddly enough, many influenIn a fight of tnis kind it ls not
tial residents of the area itself, possible ·to overemphasize the
maintained that this forced migra- need for hard, unrelenting work; it
tion would be good for the area, Is not so much a problem of theory,
would 'uplift' it. Here we feel the that is, of convincing the civic
'delic,a te probe of the 'city plal)ner' authorities of the , rightness of
, or sociologist. The socj ologis~ con- one's position, for the,Y don't
1 1tends that \}\e. a ea ls a slum. Web- operate from conviction alone. It
ster, now,, defines a slum as a foui is rather a ~problem of convincing
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many, but very many other people
of the rightness of one's position.
They in turn will convinee others.
All these people help create the
ground swell to which civic authority is everywhere sensitive;
they bring to it the right amount
of pressure it needs to 'firm up' its
conviction. But in order to convince these many people of the
validity of the cause, the members
of the group must first believe it
themselves, know why it is valid,
and then be prepared to lose sleep,
gulp meals, rush hither and thither
for unscheduled interviews, stand
on corners and hand out throwaways, tour the area in a soundtruck giving (in our case) a prepared pitch in three languages,
tack up posters, canvas door to
door, stuff envelopes, etc. All of
this is unglamorous labor and
tedious, but necessary. These people did all this and more for they
were most articulate and never
hesitated to speak on any provocation. They knew too the value of
their organization, and how to
work in harness. Most of them
were professional people, lawyers,
writers, public relations consultants, doctors, artists and politicians
who brought with them their store
of practical knowledge, their experience, and their contacts with
people in other :fields.
Immediately after its organization the J oint Committee planned
a rally preliminary to the public
hearing down at City Hall on June
18. The rally was held in pouring
rain, but it was held. There were
speeches in English, Italian and
Spanish. Later, at the ti.me of the

ly the term of postponement
slipped by.
On August 23 the Board of Estimate again postponed its decision, this· time for 90 days. This
period too was spent in preparation; looking back it seems that
what we did the most was write
letters. Quickly we learned that
public attention is fickle and of
~hort duration. This tendency on
the part of the people to shrug
off a long battle that doesn't seem
to be directed at any one person
or in any one direction, coupled
with the general ·and often stated
conviction that "you can't fight
City Hall" was our greatest stumbling block. To counter this we
organized other rallies. An d
though none of them seemed to
generate much enthusiasm, they
did impress everyone with our enthusiasm. This was a result of incalculable value we learned later.
In all this time the Catholic
Worker people did yeoman labor;
it was their founder and director,
by the way, Miss Dorothy Day,
who commented that this cooperation by such disparate groups was
a small reflection of the Ecumenical Council, then just beginning,
and whatever the decision on the
expressway, was a good thing for
the area. On December 6 the members of this 'ecumenical council'
and their I associates went down
to City Hall for an eight hour
hearing. This time there were 39
speakers in opposition. At the end
of the day Mayor Wagner an·
nounced first that he and the
Board would listen to no more
speeches, second that a final decision would be published five
days later. And it was. On December 11 the Lower Manhattan
Expressway was unanimously disapproved by the City of New
York.
Effects of the Victory
The magnitude of this victory
can't be assessed this early, nor
can the repercussions it has had,
and will continue to have, in
other areas of the country be calSl,N~-/
culated. But we can probe a little
into the effect it may have on the
~o~
immediate area. If it ·accomplishes
nothing more, let us hope it will
hearing in City Hall, there were have convinced the people of the
54 speakers opposing · the express- Lower Eastside of the strength of
way. These people represented the their collective voice and its value
groups making up the Joint Com- in government. Some of them are
mittee, plus representatives of not aware of this yet, perhaps they
other groups that had taken a never will be, but a slit has been
stand. Mayor Wagner and the cut in that great inertia that faces
Board of Estimate postponed their one whenever he talks of citizen
decision after this eleven h o u r participation. We can be grateful
for this.
hearing.
By and large, the big task here
Mrs. Jacobs, Mrs. Rachele Wall,
is not "to smarten up the people,"
Paul Douglas and others made
for they are smart-enough. Rather
good use of the intervening ti.me
it is to make them realize that
to secure an even greater supply
they must rise above their immeof information on the blighting ef- diate, and somewhat narrow, point
fects of elevated expressways, and of view. Admittedly this is diffito extend the Committee's radius cult to do when the people of one
of influence. Contacts were made neighborhood are of a different
in Washington with the Federal national strain from those of anBwreau ·o f Roads; calls were made other neighborhood. Difficult it is,
to congressmen from New York, but not impossible. And once it
and to those of other states that has been accomplished, they are
had suffered the intrusion of this quick to see that their neighbor's
type of roadway; Dr. Helpern and horizon is not so very different
Miss Rome were extremely effec- from their own. For example, in
tive in this area. Mrs. Wall fished the beginning of our effort, when
in her reservoir of associates and the Joint Committee was just getacquaintances connected with the ting started, the parishioners of
.advertising, publishing and com- Most Holy Crucifix referred to the
munications media, and landed bearded and at times rumplednews space, television and radio looking people, as well as to those
time! Mrs. Rosemary McGrath, of high fashion, who darted in and
Martin Berger and Robert Martin, out of the rectory as "those Boheas well as Assemblyman DeSalvio, mians from the Village." After
candidates all in the Republican they got to know one another betor Democratic primaries, never ter, the refrain changed to "those
failed to draw their debates and nice people from the Westside."
interviews around to a discussion
This education in community atof the harm that the expressway titudes is one of the side effects
would · do to th_e entire • city.
brought about by any successful
For its themes the Joint Com- 'ad hoc' committee. It is a good
mittee took two slogans originated effect and one of which, in our
by Mrs. Wall, "Take Broome case, the Joint Committee can be
Street Out of Limbo," a reference proud. Of course there remains
to the hopelessness and ruin that much to be done in this field, and
settle down over an area that it will take a loJl.i time to do it,
knows it is going to be demolished and prodding will be necessary,
but doesn't know when. The sec- but it is dowbtful if the Committee,
ond was, "You Don't Have to as presently constituted, ought to
Move to Find a Better Neighbor- stay together in order to concenhood." This was directed to the trate on these side effects. Perattention of those whose conten- haps the area would be better
tion it was that an area could be s~rved in the long view by the
improved only by pulling every-, organization of a group that has
thing down. An appeal for funds, a wider interest, a group (dedicated
was . sent r?und ' to the resi~ents to the . ,rehabilitation, promotion
and I>us!nesses of, the area., Slow- and cuitivattoii of the cultural as
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well as the physical aspect. of the
region known as Lower Manhattaa
-note, we are no longer speaking
of the Lower Eastside, but of
Lower Manhattan. But this rehabilitation on such a grand scale
could be brought about only by
the pooling of effort of all the
parts and neighborhoods of the
region, i.e. the churches, synagogues, banks, the landlords, the
tenants, the businessmen, welfare,
social and cultural agencies. A .
concerted drive on the part of all
these people could renew the face·
of the region in 20 years.
Their effort should, by no
means, be a gigantic wave of uplift. For that way lies ruin; real
improvement never comes about
in the wake of a tidal wave. But
there ought to be, over all, a discern~ble direction to the movement. Too, such a movement
ought to concern itself as much or
more with the interior cultural
and spiritual base of all these people, as it does with the preservation and refurbishing of their
homes and businesses; in point of
fact, it must be the people themselves who clamor and prod for
this evolution of Lower Manhattan,
or nothing lasting will be accomplished.
There is a certain urgency. For
if the people don't learn once and
for all the :value of the principle
of subsidiarity, that it is not wise
to let public authority do for
them that which they can do for
themselves, -then public authority,
sometimes called City Hall, will
happily return to its old pavilion
to brood over the citizens, thinking up good things to do for them.
And that brings us back to the
circles or spheres of society as
set forth by St. Augustine. They
can become snarled, and when
they do it is an exceedingly difficult task to get them sorted out
again. An member of the Joint
Committee to Stop the Lower Ma.n hattan Expressway knows this, and
knows it well.

Giants
(Continued from page 5)
upon by the populace who called
them "foreign devils." In contrast,
the Franciscans and Dominicans,
when they were finally allowed to
enter China went around with
banners saying that_ Confucius
was in hell and the rest of the
Chinese were going there too unless they became Catholics. The
Jesuits finally received permission
from Rome to wear a headpiece
while saying Mass, for as with the
Jews, it was considered disrespectful to remove the hat in holy
places. The Chinese too were
scandallzed by the bare feet of
Christ on the Cross, and the
Dominicans and Franciscans were
just as scandalized when Jesuit
paintings in China had shoes on
the feet of Christ. The Jesuits
who went to China were more
realistic than those who went to
Japan at the same time, for they
made brothers and priests of the
natives, in contrast to Japan where
the natives were kept in subjugation.
One of the handicaps in making
converts in China was the fact of
polygamy. Father Dunne says on
this subject: "Many theologians
hold that the primeval dispensation of polygamy was granted not
only to the patriarchs and people
of Israel, but to all other peoples
as well." The missionaries were
not pacifists or anarchists and it
would be folly to judge them by
radical standards. They were men
who held the long view and who
knew that it was better to make
ten converts among responsible
people than to have a million "rice
Christians" who would, when
promises of more rice were offered, be likely to succumb. I
know very little of Church history
and of the differences in the methods of the Orders. This book has
given me a glimpse of the broadminded methods of the Jesuits. To
others who are more interested in
the subject and have more knowledge, this book is invaluable not
only for a reference but for a
spiritual guide.
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